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NOTES FROM

THE DEAN
by
Dean Jeswald W. Salacuse

T

hrough The Brief and the annual
Report of the Dea11, I have sought
to keep you informed of the
steady progress taking place at the
School of 'Caw. But periodic reports
which view developments from an
annua~ or semi-annual perspective
sometimes obscure the truly significant
advances made over th longer
~e~. T~ measure the growtn of any
u~sllh:1tion, on should occasi<:mally
view1ts development over a five or ten
year period, rafbe.r than over the Jast
month, qua1ter, or year. Once we
examine the changes whicb have
taken place at SMU Law S hool
during the last ten years, we realize
that the School has made
extraordinary progress.
. The quality of the student body has
mcreased dramatically in the last ten
years. Admission to the School has
b ome markedly more cdmpetitive
and therefore more selective. Over
the last decade, the mean grade point
average of the entering class ha
increased from 3.1 to J.4. The 1973
entering class was drawn from 1100
app~cants, while 1,700 applicants
appli d for the 230 places available
u:i tl~e. 1983 entering class. !',-1ost
s1gmficant of all, the entenng class in
1983 had an average LSAT score which
ranked in the 84th percentile among all
those who took the test that year. A
decade earlier, the verage LS.AT score
of U-,e 283 mt:mbers of the entering
class ranked m the 69th percentile.
These factors represent a r markable
qualitative increase, esp cially in
an era of growing comp titian
among law schools for the most
promising students.
. Perhaps a~ a_ consequence of thi
higher selectivtty, career oppOTtun ities
for our students have increased
greatly, as more and mor law firms
and corporations have chosen to visit
the School to recruit our students.
During the 1972-73 academic year, 65
employers conducted a total of 513
separate interviews under tl',e auspi es
of the Law School Placement Offic . In
1982-83, 251 firms and corporations
held over 5,000 plac ment interviews
at the School.

During th last decade, the School
has also made significant pro~ess in
the development of its educat101:al
program. In the 1973-74 acadenuc year,
when total student enrollment was
867, the School had a full-time faculty
consisting of 24 teachers. Ten years
later, the foll time faculty has grown
to 33, and the student body has
been reduced by design to 839. The
increased numoer of faculty positions,
when combined with a slig htly
reduc d student b dy, ha · enabled the
Sch ol to enrich its educational
offerings through the.reduction in
course size, the introduction of many
new courses, and the incr ased
opporhmity for interactioi:i between
faculty ancf students. Dunng ·tl1e
1982-83 academic year, the school
ffered 217 sections f courses and
seminars, compared to 146 in 1972-73.
Moreover, whereas the School had a
sing( clinic in 1973, it now has tru
distinctive clinical programs- , civil
cases clinic, a criminal JUStice clinic and
a tax cli.nic. Nearly all areas of our
urriculum have undergone expansion
and refinem nt, from tfi.e trial
advocacy program to advanced
planning sen11nars. ln addition,
student life outside th classroom has
been substantially emiched by new
activities and undertakings which did
not exist in 1973, including the mock
trial lub, the computer gr up, the
le&.5lative drafting center, and two
endowed lecture programs.
In 1973, the Law Libraty had a book
collection of 182,525 volumes and a
budget of $237,500. A decade late1~ the
coll ction in Underwood has grown to
nearly 300,000 volumes and its annu I
budget is $908,134. This expansion in
·collection and service has not only
benefited our students and faculty,
but it has also assisted the Dallas-Fort
Worth legal community which uses
the Underwood Library daily.
Other changes, less capable of
tati tic~ measurement, but c rtainly
no less important, have also taken
plac at the Scho I dming the last
~ecad_e. One of the most noteworthy
is the increased emphasis that our

faculty is placing on legal research
and scholarship, and the resulting
significant growth in research
productivity at the Scho I. Rooted in a
consensus of the faculty, theScl1ool's
~mphasis on r search and publication
lS 1:ot prompted merely by a desire
to mer ase the prestige ofSMU Law
School-although excellence in legal
schoJa rshir, will certainly h ave that
'.A'~lcome, if ancillary, effect. Rather,
1t 1s based on two more substantive
reasons. First, the School of Law has
always be n noted for its excellence in
teaclli.ng, and teaching r mains our
first priority. But to b com and
r main a good law t acher in today's
increasingly complex w rid, a faculty
member must also b engaged in
a constant process of research and
cholarship. My colleagues on th
faculty and l believe that ex ellence in
research is an indispensible requi ite
for exceUenc in teaching.
11',e second reason is our belief that
Southern Methodist University Scho l
of Law has an obligation to contribute
to the development of th law. As
01;1r F!ve-Year Pla.r:i, Directions for the
E1ghhes, adopted m the Spring of 1981,
states: "Be ides training the future
members of the legal profession,
the faculty of the School wants to
c ntribute to the d velopment of law
th.rough research and scholarship, and
through advanc d and specialized
training for the rnemb rs of the le_gaJ
profession. In short, the School is to
s rve as a s urce of ideas, knowledge,
and skills thal may assist the stud nt ,
the profession and society in shaping
and developing an even more effective
and equitable system of law
and jus tice."

1

The faculty of the School is playing
that role increasingly and in a variety
of ways. Its members have produced
(and are continuing to produce) a
wealth of books, articles, reports,
and lectures in furtherance of this goal.
Some have chosen to write articles
probing the theoretical foundations
of the law and "cutting edge" issues
affecting the development of our
legal system. Others have authored
volumes to enlighten and assist the
legal profession . Still oth ers have
published casebooks for use not
only at SMU but at other law schools
throughout the country as well.
Working closely with the executive,
legislative, and judicial branches of
governm nt, numerous SMU faculty
members have also contributed
their knowledge and expertise as
consultants, legislative draftsmen
and expert witnesses, and they have
thereby left their mark on the legal
system. Moreover, through the active
continuing legal education program
at the School, as well as through
programs conducted around the
country, SMU professors have
consistently assisted the legal
profession in virtually all areas
of practice.

2

In keeping with this emphasis on
research, we attach great importance
to scholarship and the potential for
future scholarly achievement when we
make new faculty appointments and
when we evaluate current faculty. For
example, as we have searched for the
holders for our three endowed chairs
-the Hutchison Chair of Energy Law,
the Atwell Chair of Constitutional
Law, and the Radford Chair-we have
sought not only superb teachers but
also scholars of national stature.
Good legal scholarship requires
adequate support, and the School has
allocated increased resources for this
purpose in recent years. In addition to
augmenting funds for stud nt re earch
assistants, professional trav I, and the
purchase of books and journals, the
School has instituted a program of
summer research grants to support
faculty members engaged in research
projects. We have also established the
Endowment for Faculty Excellence,
increased secretarial support, and
installed a modern word processing
system. The alumni and the profession
can be truly proud of the contribution
which the faculty is making to
scholarship in virtually all areas of
law. It is certain that the prominence
of the SMU Law faculty will attract
heightened national attention in the
years ahead.

The improvements at the School
during the last ten years have not
been financed by tuiti~n alone. The
g n erous support of our alumni and
fri ends has been indispenslble to the
attainment of our goals. During the
last decade, financial contributions
to the School have increased
substantially. In 1973, the School
received alumni contributions
of $67,075 and gifts from firms,
foundations and companies of $73,943,
for total of $141,018 in current gifts. A
decade later, alumni contributions had
nearly quadrupled to $233,000 and
total annual giving reached $440,000.
In addition, during the same period
the School has received important
capital gifts in the form of endowed
chairs, library endowments, endowed
scholarships, and general legal
education endowments.
While all of us may take satisfaction
in retrospective comparisons, the
School's current primary concern is
the next decade, not the last. During
the past academic year, the entire
University engaged in an intensive
planning process which reached
culmination when the Board of
Trustees, at its May 1983 meeting,
adopted a new master plan for
-Southern Methodist University.
That plan, entitled The Decade Ahead,
incorpora tes the Law Sch ]' own
d velopment plan and contemplates
a substantial advance in the Law
School's level of excellence during the
coming years. Specifically, the plan
provid s for the addition of three
new positions on the faculty, (two of
which are to be at the senior level), an
increase in scholarship endowment of
approxima tely $3.5 million, additional
library endowment of $1.5 million,
endowed support for clinical legal
education of $1.25 million, and
research endowment of $1.25 million.
The School, University officials,
trustees, alumni, and friends are
now in the process of developing a
campaign to raise funds which will
assure that SMU Law School's advance
during the next decade will be even
greater than its progress during
the last.

IN MEMORIAM
Nancy Lou Chambers Undenvood

he University comrmmity was deeply
saddened VIJ tlte recetll death of Mrs.
Nancy Lv11 Chambers Underwood,
who with her husband SMU Trustee
George M. Underwood Jr., was
instrume,ttal in the construction of the
Underwood Law Library at the Law School.
Mrs. Underwood died in Dallas on
September 7, 1983. /11 tribute to her
memory, THE BR1£F offers herewith
the eulogtJ delivered by Professor Charles
0. Galvin nt the funeral service held on
September 9, '!983, at St. Michael and All
Angels Church in Dallas.

T

The task I have today is one that
accords me the highest honor and yet
certainly one of the mo t difficLtlt to
perform. Nancy told young Nan y that
when the time cam she wanted me to
do this for her, and I assure you that
Peggy and I would have come from
the farthest ends of the earth to comply
with her requ st.
For over thirty-five years, she was
a kind, gracious, and loving friend,
often rememb ring us on this or that
occasion with a thoughtful visit, a
note, or a telephone call.
A few months ago we went by in the
afternoon to see her. She was out on
some errands when we first arrived.
When she returned, she was so
serene, so calm, and so reassuring.
Her spirit was high; h r outlook was
bright. She talked of grandchildren
and Ker1ville, and grandchildren
and the Dallas Woman's Club, and
grandchildren nd grandchildren.
We forgot all her troubles- whid, i
exactly whah;he intenued us to d and we l ft convinced that all was w 11
with Nancy, as indeed it surely was
according to her ow n plan. Her
cou rage and determination, her
grit and toughness have been an
inspiration to all of us during these
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recent months, She wanted to
prepare us well for this day, and she
certainly did.
George is one of those now rare
longtime native Dallasites. He brought
the beautiful and charming former
Nancy Lou Chambers to Dallas from
Canton, Mississippi, just following
World War II. They were married here
October 10, 1945. George went into
the real estate business and Nancy
provided excellent and skillful counsel
in interior design and furnishings.
Together they were a great partnership
and a great success in every way.
They have four childrenGeorge Milton Underwood III,
married to the former Andy Sparks;
Helena Anne Underwood, married
to Judge Jon Sparling of the Dallas
Court of Appeals;
Nancy Elizabeth Underwood,
married to Professor Dennis Ippolito,
Chairman of the Political Science
Department of SMU;
Twinkle Underwood, married to
Bradley Bayoud, President of Bedrock
Development Company.
Altogether there are ten
grandchildren. Nancy's last letter to us
about a month ago spoke lovingly of
these great joys of her life and how
busy she was seeing them all. She was
a kind, caring, and concerned mother
and grandmother.
Both George and Nancy have given
generously of themselves in the life
of this city. Only recently Nancy
completed a splendid term as
President of the Dallas Woman's Club,
where her responsibilities were very
great, overseeing the Club's many
impressive charitable and educational
activities.
In her busy schedule she found time
to do a complete and exhaustive
history of the Underwood and
Chambers families and related
families, a book entitled Fifty Families,
A History, published in 1977. This is
not just a factual account of births,
marriages, and deaths but in addition
it is a sensitive report of interviews
with many family members that brings
the whole account to life and gives it a
personal and lasting freshness.
Nancy was the daughter of William
Ross Chambers III and Norma
Ann Barnes Chambers of Canton,
Mississippi. She was the sixth
generation of the Chambers family
4

to live in Canton, Madison County,
Mississippi. Her nephews, William
Ross Chambers IV and Eugene
Richards Chambers, Jr., the sons of
her deceased brother, are the seventh
generation of the Chambers family to
live in or around the Canton, Madison
County, Mississippi area.
We are all good friends here and
many of you have heard this story
before, but permit me to tell it again on
this occasion.
By the middle 1960's, as Dean of the
SMU Law School, I believed that SMU
should have a law library which would
be a major working and research
library serving not only the students
and faculty of the Law School but the
university community and the bench
and bar of this entire region. The
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare was receptive to making a
grant and loan provided that I could
obtain substantial matching money.
I had a dream that George and
Nancy could be the source of those
matching funds.
I invited George to have lunch with
me one summer day in the faculty
dining room of Lawyers Inn at SMU.
As he himself has subsequently
reported the occasion, lunch consisted
of a stale tuna fish sandwich and a
glass of weak ice tea. I showed him the
preliminary plans and said I needed
One Million Dollars from him and
Nancy. He was shocked and even
got quite put out with me for even
suggesting the idea. He told me
sometimes later that he knew I was
going to put the tap on him and he
was prepared to make a gift of a few
thousand dollars then, or maybe
somewhat more if he could pay it over
three annual installments.
He went back from our meeting
and told Nancy of the completely and
totally preposterous proposal that I
had made, and she said, "Well, why
not. It will give you something to work
for." And that was it.
The building got underway and
George told me that because he was
in the real estate and construction
business he would have all kinds of
suggestions and opinions about how
it should be done. Therefore, he said,
"Just call us when it is finished." True
to his word, he and Nancy saw it
briefly one day under construction
and not again until the day that it was

dedicated. It was designed and
engineered and constructed by
Dallas architects, contractors,
and subcontractors.
Out of the 175 accredited law
schools in the United States, the
Underwood Law Library of SMU is in
the top three or four in capacity, and
among the top twenty-five or thirty
in size of collection. Among private
school collections west of the
Mississippi, it is probably second only
to Stanford. This is truly remarkable
when we realize how comparatively
young the SMU Law School is and that
this places the library in the company
of the very best.
George has often said and said quite
sincerely that it was Nancy's building,
that it was Nancy who wanted it done
and Nancy who saw that it was done.
The Underwood Law Library
contains bricks and mortar and
concrete and books and people, but,
of far greater importance, every
square foot of that building proclaims
Nancy's love and generosity. It reflects
the sense of concern and civic
commitment to this community of this
great and good lady, this gentlewoman
who saw opportunity for lasting
service to countless people in the
future and who will be memorialized
in that magnificent building-her
building-for generations to come.
This is a time of sadness, of course, yet
here in this place we acknowledge
what this· church stands for-the
Judaeo Christian Tradition. The
scriptures tell us of the promises of
the Old and New Testament that in
death life is not taken away but only
changed, and to the believer there
is the promise of life beyond this
transitory stage on our pilgrim way.
There are, therefore, no final
goodbyes-just a temporary farewell
until we see Nancy again.
May I express my heartfelt
appreciation to the Underwood and
Chambers families for asking me to
make this tribute to someone whom
Peggy and I loved very, very much,
and thank all of you, Nancy's friends,
for being with us.

SClilOOL'S
FIVE-YEAR PLAN
SETS STAGE FOR
LARGEB GOAL
'

'

corn.pr hensiveJivce-.y ~ plan
design~d to p0si,.ti0m th SGh ol
af Law f Southern Mehlirodist
Univers!ty as a 11ati0nall;sr iRreminent,
!P: derpte-sizeq. law school was
approved by the"tJruversify(s Board
of Tru t es on May 1:3, 1983, as p -r t
of fhat Board's a aeptan e ef a larger
plan (or the entire Univ~sity. The
'¾a.rd w~t OIJ! to autlt0riz:e th
d vel0pment of-a progr,nn to support
implementation of th plan.
For the School of Law,, which
completea delib rations an :its plan
i.h 1981, the,approval meam; th~t th
School can address its $10,000,000 goal
with alumni and other friends and
supporter!}. 'Io a<:<:01ttpli h t~,. th~
ptanning dooument of the. Univ:ersity,
entitled The. Deeade Ahead: Soi~thern

A

Methodist University in the 1980's,
calls for the development of
selective excellence in graduate
and professional programs. This
specifically includes the objectives
of the School of Law.
In the School, the plan envisions
emphasis in the area of business,
taxation and iDtemati0Aal law, areas
for which the School is nationally
andmt m tionaUy rec0gQ.ized. Th
de~elapm.ent of continuimg ~egal
duooti0n pr0grams tin emphasiz d
areas, increased quality in!litfgati n
and advocacy pic grams, supp0rt,for

faculljy reseafch and support for th
·&!hodl clinic cutrnitulum are clearly
tai;geted goals. Three n w faculty
p •sition in identi.6ed are~s, increas d
tutient el10!iu'5Lup and loan aidi and
au,gmented library support are also
called for to enable the School to
attain a posili0n of nation I excell~ee
in legal ducaij(!)n. A rel lively stal!lle
first- eat stud nt emollmel:).t whieh
will all0w f0r a more acceptable
faculty: student ratio underpins
the plan.

Sp cifieally, the plan for the School
of La:w prevides, at a minimum, for
e.Adowment f $10,00(!},000 which
includes two senior and one junior
new faculty; stude.rlt .financial aid
emd •wm~t of ~,~1 0'()(); clinical
endowment of $1,250,000; support for
Underwood Law Librar,y through an
endowment of $1,500,000; and a
faculty research endowment
of $1,250,000.

JALC SYMPOSIUM
DRAWS 600
he 17th Annual SMU Air Law
Symposium, sponsor d by the
Journal of Air l.nw and Comnu:rce,
provided an opportunity to more than
six hundred attorneys, insurance
industry members, government
officials and worldwide aviation
industry representatives for an
exchange of information on th legal
aspects of aviation and on indushy
practices and legislative tr nds.
Howard Putnam, formerly President
and Chairman of the Board of Braniff
Airways, Dailas, served as the "David
Bernard Memorial Foundation"
keynote speaker of the Symposium,
whi h was conducted March 3-5, 1983
in Dallas.
Mor than twenty individuals from
the field of law and aviation lectured
on recent and expected trends in
aviation case law, legislation and
industry practices. Symposium Editor
Lawrence E. Glasgow '83, with
members of the Board of Editors and
staff of JALC, were responsible for
organizing and conducting the
Symposium. Attendees from outside
the United Sates included individuals
from the Republic of China, Sweden,
Australia, Canada and England.
Featured speakers were E. A.
Simps n of the Atlanta, Georgia, firm
of Powell, Goldstein, Frazer &
Murphy, who spoke on "Recent
Development In Aviation Case Law."
John Lomans spoke as a proponent
on "Proposed Amendments to the
Warsaw/Montreal Protocol" relative
to which country's law governs air
crashes over international water with
respect to Liability limits on individual
claims. Marc S. Moller spoke as an
opponent. Lomans is a partner in the
N ew York firm of Curtis, Ma.lletrevost,
Colt & Mosle; Moller is with Kreindler
& Kreindler of New York.

T
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LIBRARY INSTITUTE
AT UNDERWOOD

T

he 1983 Ameri.c an Association
of Law Librarians (AALL)
pre-C nventi n institute,
"Creative Research in Law Libraries,"
was held June 22-24 at Underwood
Law Library of the School. Earl C.
Borgeson, Professor and Law
Librarian, served as Local
Arrangements Chair for the
invitation-only session which
preceded the AALL annual
convention in Houston.
One hundred and two pre-selected
applicants represented the libraries of
law schools, law firms, and corporate
counsel departments from throughout
the nation. They participated in three
days of training in the marketing of
library ervices, the location and use of
information services, 1 ga l a nd judicial
ethics, and specialized research in
areas of the law including federal tax,
health care and antitrust law and trade
regulation, securities and labor
relations law. Closing sessions were
held on the selection of a research
service such as WESTLAW or LEXIS.
The Institute faculty of nineteen
included attorneys, law school
librarians, law firm librarians,
information marketers and members
of the faculty of the SMU School
of Law.
Serving with Professor Borgeson
were AALL co-directors Anne H.
Butler, law librarian at Alston & Bird
in Atlanta and Penny A . Hazelton,
Assistant Librarian for Research
Services, the United States Supreme
Court Library.
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1928-1983
FIFTY-FIFTH CLASS TAKES PART
IN TWELFTH HOODING CEREMONY
n spite of threatening weathei· whi h forced Lhe Twelfth Hooding
Ceremony to abandon the Law Quadrangle and to move inside to Moody
Coliseum, a cherished Law School tradition was continued on May 21,
1983, which reflects th rewards of three intensive years of legal study. That
tradition is the Hooding Ceremony, and these photos give a faint idea of some
of the excitement of that vent.

I

0 £1a11 St1lam$/! congratulates the Class of 1983 while SM U President L. Donn Id
Shields looks on.

6

S/11!/lelf Hoffmqn is hooded lJy her brother Robert (r.), Class of 1981, and Uncle Lee
Hoff1111111 of Dnllns (1..L.M '52).

/11 only a few mare 1110111ents, the ceremony will end aizd the Class of 1983 will.beco111e the fifty-fifth
to graduate fro111 the School.

1rbara Mobll?lj shares the excite111e11t and anticipatio11 of Hooding
ith her family.

,,.
Three years of hard work are about to be rewarded.
en first year property wasn't this bad!

Graduates of the Class of 1983 express their apprcciatio11 for the support of parc11ts, spouses a11d fa111ily
duri11g their law studies.

7

EMPLOYMENT
REPORT - CLASS
OF 1982

T

h School of Law of South rn
M thodist University continu d
to expe1ience success above the
national average in the placement
of its graduating law students.
The National Association for Law
Placement (NALP) recently released
the results of the Class of 1982
Employment Survey which is
conducted annually nine months after
graduation. Of the 1982 SMU law
graduates reporting their status,
. 93.1 % were employed.
Specifically, of the 205 Juris Doctor
graduates in the 1982 SMU School of
Law, 174 reported their status to the
School's Placement Office. Of the
number, 162 were employed. A
break-down by percentage of
employment status reported is
as follows:
• Private Law Firms
and Individuals
70.4%
• Corporate
9.9%
• Government
6.2%
• Judicial Clerkship
7.4%
• Academic, Military, Others 6.1%
The private practice of law
con timted to employ th largest
per entage of SMU law graduates.
67.4% of the reporting graduates were
hired by law firms and an additional
3% entered individual practice. 43.2%
of this number was employed by
firms having 25 attorneys or more,
and 56.8% were employed by firms
of under 25 lawyers. Geographically,
the West and Southwest attracted
the majority (82.1 %) followed by the
Midwest (5.0% ), the Southeast (3.7% ),
and the Northeast (1.9%).
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SCHOOL'S BOARD
OF VISITORS
DISCUSS ETHICS,
RESPONSIBILITY

T

he annual joint meeting of the
School of Law Board of Visitors,
the Law School Committee of
the Board of Trustees and the Law
Alumni Association Council was
conducted on March 31, 1983, in
the Court Room of Florence Hall.
"Education for Professional
Responsibility at the SMU Law
School" was the focus of discussions
between law school faculty and the
practitioners and members of the
judiciary whose annual review of and
participation in the programs of the
School help to sustain the quality of
the private legal education program
at SMU.
Following a luncheon speech by
Dean Jeswald W. Salacuse on the
current status of the School of Law, the
agenda for the Board of Visitors was
presented by Professor Walter W.
Steele, Jr. who, with SMU faculty
working in the field of ethics,
conducted the afternoon session.
Joining Professor Steele were
Professors of Law Frederick C. Moss,
William J. Bridge, and Howard J.
Taubenfeld. Perkins School of
Theology Professor Frederick S.
Camey, who teaches a joint seminar
on Ethics and Law with Professor
Taubenfeld, also participated.
Professor Steele opened the
formal session which was devoted
to a discussion of professional
responsibility, where the law is today
in the area, where it is going, and what
the SMU School of Law is doing to
meet the challenges presented by the
need for professional responsibility.

HARVARD, OXFORD
SCHOLAR ATIYAH
IS ROY R. RAY
LECTURER

P

atrick S. Atiyah, Visiting
Professor of Law at Harvard
University and Professor of
English law at St. John's College of
Oxford University, delivered the
1983 SMU School of Law Roy R. Ray
Lecture in Karcher Auditorium. He
spoke on the legal philosophy of
comparative law and institutions and
the judicial function.
A specialist in the historical and
theoretical bases of contract and tort
laws, Atiyah earned law degrees from
Oxford in 1953, 1954 and 1974. He
has taught at and received visiting
professor appointments to Hebrew
University in Jerusalem, Warwick
University in England and Australian
National University in Canberra.
Atiyah is the author of a number
of books, articles and reviews on
contracts and tort law, including The

Rise and Fall of Freedom of Contract
(1979), and Promises, Morals and
Law (1981).
The lecture series was established by
Emeritus Law Professor Roy R. Ray to
bring prominent legal scholars to the
School of Law and to the University
campus annually. Lectures and
discussions are on a legal topic of
current interest to law students,
lawyers, judges and members of the
academic community. The lecture is a
principal event on the spring calendar
of the School.

SECOND PRE-LAW
ADVISORS PROGRAM
he School of Law conducted its
second annual Pre-law Advisor
Program1 April 14-15, 1983 when ,
as part of the School's recruitment
effort, it hosted appropria te
represen tatives from eleven major
universities. The program, fund ed
again by the Universily, received
strong support and a high level of
participation from the faculty of
the School.
Dean Jeswald W. Salacuse said:
"The faculty and I believe that this
conference has given an important
boost to our recruitment efforts ." Dean
Salacuse emphasized that the pw-pose
of the program, to provide informa tion
to advisors at sup rior academ ic
institutions so th y could assist
students in ma king informed d ecisions
about the SMU School of Law,
was met.
Attending the 1983 prog ra m were:
Dean Katherine P. HallBrown University
Dean Leora NeterColumbia University
Dr. Jerry DraytonMorehouse College
Mr. Steve SchaefferPrinceton University
Ms. Verity K. PowellStanford University
Ms. Ernestine VanderlinUniversity f Wisconsin
Pr fessor R bert BiJ'kbyVanderbilt University
Mr. Victor FarwellWashington University
Dr. Willis ShotwellUniversity of California
Ms. Andrea StewartGeorge Washington University
Dr. Rick HeatleyWake Forest University

T

WALTER J.
HUMANN IS
STRASBURGER &
PRICE LECTURER
alter J. Humann G.D. '67),
President and Chief
Executive Officer of Hunt
Investment Corporati on in Dallas,
presented the Fifth Annual
Strasburger & Price lecture at the
School on March 10, 1983. From a
background as Chairman of the
Transportation Task Force of the G ty o f
Dallas, Mr. Humaru1 s pok n "Th
Lega l , nd Practical Problems of Mass
Transportati n in the Dallas Area."

W

Humann, a former White House
Fellow and a key figure in the
es tablishment of th U. S. Postal
Corporation, is a graduat of
Ma s chusetts Institute of Technology
and of the Harvard Business School.
The lecture series was established by
the Dallas firm of Strasburger & Price
as an annual event in 1979, then
endowed by the firm in 1981. Th ·
series, administered by the Barri ters,
is designed to enhance the educational
environment at the School of Law and
in the legal community.

CLARK, WEST, KELLER, BUTLER & ELLIS
SPONSOR WAGNER LABOR LAW
MOOT COURT TEAM
l ark, West, Ke11er, But ler &
Ellis, a Dallas firm specializing
·in lab r la w, has agreed to
sponsor the Robert F. Wagne1~Sr. Mo t
Court Compe tition Tea m of the SMU
School of Law and provid ed funds f r
the spring 1983 team to comp te in
New York. This comp tition focuses
annually n legal issues arising under
the National Labor Rela tions Act.
The team is under the direction of
Professor Charles J. Morris. Members
in 1983 were Stephen Niermann '84,
Andr w P. Wagner '84, and Steven S.
Greene '84.
Professor Morris, in reportin g on the
1983 team, said : "The S. M.U. brief
score of 90, with a ranking of 5/49,
suggests our team knew the law very
well ... I have viewed the Wagner
Competition primarily as a labor la w
event, where stude nts who know their
labor law well would excel." Morris
said, however, additional emphasis
w uld b p laced on the mooting ability
of team members, not so much to place
emphasis on winni ng, but to m t the
broad e r challenge pres nted by the
labor Jaw prob! ms of thi ''uniq ue"
competition.

C

Allen Butler '59 said in announcing
the firm's sp nsorsh'ip: " . . . we
apprecia te yom- contacting us
r ga rding this compe tition and it i our
distinct pleasure to participate in this
most worthwhile eve nt." Th firm's
support will be recogniz d by a
pennan nt pl aque to b disp layed in
Storey Hall. Each year, the na mes of
th m mber of th team will be added
to the plaqu a nd t a m m emb •rs will
have th opportunity tom et with
m embers of the firm .
Other partne rs in the firm a re W. B.

West, ill; William L. Kell r; WUliam H.
Clark, Ill; David M . Ellis; Phillip R.
Jones; Melvyn L. Douglas; and, Mike
M . Tabor. Mr. Alto B. Cervin is Of
Counsel to the firm.
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L. N. D. WELLS, JR.
N. D. Wells, Jr., of the Dallas
firm of Mulli11ax, Wells, Ba_ab &
■ C/011/1111111, P.C., and c,n adjunct
professor at the School, made a special gift
to the School to provide interim support for
its 1983 Robert F. Wagner, Sr. Memorial
Moot Court Competition Team.
Subsequently, the School secured annual
sponsorship of the labor law co111petition.
The School is grateful to Mr. Wells.

L

ANDREWS, KURTH
& RITCHIE
INCREASE
SCHOLARSHIP
obert F. Ritchie, partner in
Andrews, Kurth & Ritchie,
the Dallas offices of Andrews
& Kurth of Houston, presented
the School of Law with increased
scholarship support tantamount to a
full tuition scholarship for the 1983-84
academic year.
Ritchie responded to efforts by the
School to relate firm gifts for student
financial aid to current operating
costs as reflected by tuition. The gift
continues support begun by his
previous partnership. His personal
effort resulted in the support of his
Houston partners.
Dean Salacuse, accepting the gift,
said: "The School's ability to provide
a high quality private legal education
program is enhanced by such a
commitment."
Ritchie graduated LL.B. from the
School in 1941.

R
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••
lv1111 lrwin, Jr. '57, ({rr::mf•, s«nnd {!vm Jeff), 1111rtnm: in the D111/;1s frr! I! of Shank, hwin & <;:0111111/, l!d'"IJCJwledges
the plaq1,1e. hi!ld ~I /oll!'I A Scu/1_1( 82, co11111111111orat111g the {inn s P/1111µ C. Jessup lnteriia lr~nnl Moot Corirl
Compc/111011 spo11sorslup begun rn 1981 . Dca11 /ewswnlr/ W. Salnc11se (l'ellr, !t;fl) looks on with o//,er 11w111b~rs of
awte11111 mrd of !hefirm .

HAYNES SPEAKS TO
TRIAL ADVOCACY
CLUB
ichard "Racehorse" Haynes,
prominent criminal defense
attomey from Houston, was
the featured speaker on April 26th
for the spring semester program of
the School's Trial Advocacy Club.
Haynes, active in the Harris County,
Texas and American Bar Associations,
has also been an adjunct professor
at the University of Houston's Bates
College of Law and a member of
the Teaching Faculty of the National
College of Criminal Defense Lawyers
and Public Defenders.

R

Haynes has risen to national
prominence and into professional
folklore because of his skills in
criminal defense advocacy. He
addressed members and potential
members of the Trial Advocacy Club
which is sponsored by the Dallas firm
of Geary, Stahl & Spencer to promote
the development of trial lawyers
at the School. The club provides
second- and third-year students the
opportunity to experience a "trial"
by acting as a three-member team
before a bench and bar composed of
volunteers. First-year students
are encouraged to participate as
"witnesses."

TACUSPA MEETS
AT SCHOOL
IN TENTH ANNUAL
CONFERENCE

4th ANNUAL
PRODUCT LIABILITY
SYMPOSIUM
CONDUCTED

he Texa~ As~ociation of College
and Urnverstty Student
Personnel Adminisa:ators
(TACUSPA) and the Souti1ern
Methodist Univers ily Sch ol of Law
jointly presented the Tenth Annual
Legal Conference on Student
Personnel Ad:min:istralion in Higher
Education at Karcher Auditorium,
Jun 12-14, 1983.
Keynote peaker was the Honorable
James A. Oim) Mattox '68, Attorney
General of the State of Texas. His
subject, "Legal Issues in Texas Higher
Education," covered particularly the
release of discipline cas infom1ation to
other institution , including applicable
state and federa l law, opinions from
the office of the Attorney General, and
the general nvironment relative to
discrimination in higher education.
A legislativ update was provid d
by Wilhelm nia Delco, District 50
Representative to the Texas Hous
of Representatives and hairpe.rson
of the House High r Education
ommitt e. 0th r speakers addressed
basic laws with which student
perso1mel administrators should be
familiar, including legal concerns
surrounding the moral and ethical
education of students, institutional
liability for the prevention of theft,
assault and rape on campus, and a
"legal potpourri" session based on a
conference survey of ite,ns of "interest.
Dean Jeswald W. Salacuse
welcomed the conference participants.

h e 4th Annual SMU School
of Law Product Liability
Symposium was conducted
April 6-8, 1983, in Dallas for attorneys
specializing in th field. A highly
qualified and prominent faculty
instructed participants on the
preparation and manag ment
of a products liability case using
over seventy examples of
demonstrative evidence.
Sponsored by U1e S hool's
Center for Advanced Professional
Development, the Symposium
featured increased use of videotape
demonstrations on the topics covered
by the speakers. Expert Witness
prob! ms and a session, videotaped• t
the Symposium, on Trial Techniques
f atured representatives from
Matthew Bender & Co. and the
National Institute for Trial Advocacy.
Other sessions covered jury selection,
opening sta tement, o·oss examination
of non-medical experts,
and summation.

T

T

MOORE & PETERSON
INCREASE
SCHOLARSHIP
oore & Peterson of Dallas, in
order "to promote law journal
participation by exc ptional
students," has established a yearly
grant to the School of Law for a first
year student who has qualified as an
invitee to ither of the Southwestern
Law Journal or the Journal of Air Law

M

and Commerce.
The grant is in an amount equal to
the th n-current full time tuition for
one year and repr sen ts an increase in
the firm's prior giv"ing tor fleet both
the int rest of the fum in encouraging
journal participation by students
and in assisting the School to meet
operating costs as ref! cted by tuition.
[n accepting the gift, foJWarded on
behalf of the firm by D n Campbell
(LL.B. '66), Dean Jeswald W. Salacuse
said: "It is through (such) supp rt that
the Scho 1"is able to ontinue to offer
. .. " its pr gram of quality private I gal
education and to ncournge students
to tak on the added responsibility of
journal participation.

DALLAS JUDGES OFFER COURTS
TO irRIAL ADVOCACY CLASSES
our Dallas Eount.ry Criminal

F

C0urtjuqg· sand thre
District C:ourt juag mad

their courtrooms available on two
sueces ive SaJurday in the 19 sp.rimg
efl\\l ter tQ forty-eight ~rudents in the
brial s19JJs training classes at the School
for th cpnd-u"Ct 0£ six simultane us
iury trials each:Satu.rday. Thirte n
Dalla attom s, in t00peration
with Pr , ~ ssor Fredetiid(C. .Mass,
Iii lpee:i to teach th tudents, using
th aourtroom s 'tting £91
practical experience.
The four 0:>tmty Criminal Court
judges were: Ben . Ellis, Geot;g
Sheph rd, Jr., Robert Mos , and John
Hendrick. Th llir.ee Distri.e;;~ Court
judg-e were: Pat cDowell, Don
Metcalfe, and J. John Marshall,
who also judged one mock trial.

Arrangem nts for th~ i.q:;e of
the courtr.90m were coordinated
by Mr. George Jensen, Court
Facilities Director.
Dallas attorneys assisting in
the traioing e i0n were: G orge
"Brambl tt olHa~e & ~oom ; Fr.ml<
Oil1f . Il of Coke &Coke; ack C~nv'l y;
Al Ellis of Woodruff & Ellis; Mike
Gibson of Burleson, Pate & Gibson;
David Kitner of Strasburger & Price;
Michael Lowen0erg of N<ltil-, Gump,
Straus·s, Hauer & Feld; Ted Minick and
Jay''Macbtld(l)fWi.n tead & Mt..Guit_e;
Sandy Mari f Ba 1nan, Jon s,

Andrew & Holl ;y,; Tim M <Z:: muck of
T.homp on & Knight; Mike McKo0l,

Jr.,

£John on &Swan 011; and,
Mike Parham of Vial, Hamilton,
Koch&Tubb.
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SMU CLE ACTIVITY
IN 1983-84
MU plans a stimulating and
informativ program of
continuing legal education
programs for 1983-84 covering a broad
range of topics from international
finance to Texas family law.
One of the year's early seminars
will be a short course on the law of the
National Labor Relations Act, chaired
by SMU Professor of Law Charles
J. Morris. The course is designed
to prepare for the new wave of
union activism in the age of
re-industrialization. -Using the new
edition of The Developing Labor Law
(Charles J. Morris, Editor-in-Chief,
1983. American Bar Association, BNA
Books), the course will be conducted
December 5-9, 1983 at the Westin Hotel
Galleria, in Dallas .
Three of the nation's most
outstanding authorities on labor law
will provide comprehensive review of
all the pertinent law. The course will be
ideally suited for attorneys and labor
relations practitioners, including
union representatives and personnel
administrators, particularly those
who have not previously studied the
Taft-Hartley Act in a formal law school
setting. It will serve also as a valuable
refresher course for experienced labor
law practitioners because it will
emphasize the current state of the
law and highlight recent NLRB court
decisions. Additionally, it is geared
to the specialized needs of NLRB
attorneys and field examiners and
others similarly concerned with
this important area of labor law.
Participants will have available for
advanced study and reference the new
two volume edition (DLL2d) which
has been acclaimed as "the most
comprehensive, reliable and objectiv~
study ever published on the National
Labor Relations Act."

S

Th~
• :iopulnr te/evisio11 series " Dallas" filmed a segme11l ill //m Dea11's Office for the 1983•84 se11S011 . Patrick
011 I.I/, "Dallas'' star, dclighls Mrs. Sandy E111111s, Deni, 's Suire Secrc!lary (I .) 1111d Maria S11/ncuse mid Cntl,eriue
Wi tf~nt/111/ (r.) during a break in the filn1111g.

SBA FOLLIES:
"EVERYTHING
YOU ALWAYS
WANTED TO KNOW
ABOUT THE LAW"

C

an a case b mad for battery
of the vending machine-for loss
of a quart r? ls there such a
thing as a private discussion with,
for or by a professor of law? Is the
library the best place to study? These
and other shattering questions of
consequence to law students and
focu.lly were addressed by The Hearsay

Show: Eve,ything You Always Wanted to
Know About Law, otherwise known as
the Law School Follies.
Implemented on March 5th under
the executive production of Chris
Boswell '83, then president of the
School's Student Bar Association, the
Follies are, in the words of the law .
student newspaper, "attempting to
make permanent inroads" at the
School. Judging by the response of
the audience in Karcher Auditorium,
it achieved its objective.
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If you were afraid to pose the
following queries while at the School,
The Hearsay Show was not: "What
Am I Doing Here?" "What Is Life As
A 1-L Like?" "What Are Law School
Professors Really Like?" It was at this
point that professors were presented
the opportunity for rebuttal.
The Follies then went on to
additional questions: "ls The Library
111.e Best Pla 11 Study?" '1s This
The Only Way To Get A Job?'' "Where
Can I Find Gilbert's Outlines?" And,
finally: "Do You Mean To Tell Me I
Actually Have To Get Out And WORK
After This?"
Steve Dryzer '83 was Executive
Producer, Visual. S rving with him
in the production were Deborah R.
Cappozzo '84, and Elizabeth H. Weiss
'84, both of whom served as Executive
Directors and Lyricists. Twenty-three
oth r students were in the cast. None
were promised stardom.

The full continuing legal education
calendar of events provided by the
School's Center for /\dvanced
Professional Development includes:
November 9-10, 1983 lnternation!I!

Finance:
Financing the
Multinational in
the 1980's
(Second Annual)
December 5-9, 1983 Labor Law
Short Court
January, 1984
Symposium 011
Estate Planning
(Sixth Annual)
February, 1984
Specialists
Symposium on
'JCxas Farnily Law
and Community
Property
(Eighth Biennial)
March, 1984
International
Public Law
April, 1984
Symposium 011
Product Liability
(Fifth Annual)
May, 1984
Symposium on
Federal ]ax
Planning
(Sixth Annual)
For information please contact SMU
School of Law Center for Advanced
Professional Development (CAPO),
Criss Stone, (214) 692-3700.

"GIVING CAN BE PLANNED"
by

James L. Richardson, Jr. • Director of Law School Development

giffs. Thes £fer distinct, lJ u.ally
individual, dv ntages to don ,rs
interested in long-range tax and
fimmcial b nefit , a ommitn¢nt to
supp rtltt schGQI in a manner.and at
time that i best fur the donor; and
the opportunity to provide a lar_ger gift
$c/1001 afl:ilw is•nn important r11r1d,worthy
than otherwise p6ssibl from .im m ;
i,r hmmt. Your:choice to giv I alway
this while proV1ding increased
a persoruil on , should be directed as
financl l security for the d0nor and his
much by your interest in supporting
or h heir . Such gi{ts, WhiQh should
fhe value,0 eur: wn study of
be ciiscussed with r pr .enlatives of
law a well by yeur p
al
the School and your legal and/or tax
financial situation.
Your choice to give, however, should counsel, include a wide variety of life
income gifts whichallow a charitable
re ognize·tha aplanfor giving will
deduction on your income tax
~ Ute nefit to both you and
return for the year in which the gift
the School.
Cash contributions are the most
am:ange:m~ 'are ittade.
Am0ttg th are th clurritable
common and, often, the most
advantageous of gifts, deductible on
remainder trusts, igrillicantgilis
irrevocably assigned to the School
yout i:m.com , tax return for the year
that prowcl.e you a sub tantial rehtm
in which the gift is made. You may
during your lw and, if you d sr~,
deduct the amount of cash gifts to
during the lif of a named beneficiary.
SMU Law School up to 50 percent of
The charitable remainder 11nitrust
your adjusted gro inGom.e.Jf you
giv, mor than th maxim.um all wed annually retum a fixed p rce,ntage of
the trust's Ll1Jfl1t market :va.lu to the
deductible for one year, you may
donor or beneficiary. The charitable
deduct the excess over the next
remainder a1111uity trust pays a fixed
Hv year.
dollar amount each year, based on the
Gift e{irq.rpreciak>d property, such as
gift':s original value and agreed upon
(eal e.state.0r curities, may provide
at thi tirru the gi£t,is given. When the
contributors attractive tax benefits.
unitrust or annuihJ trust payments are
Common stocks or other securities
completed, the invested assets are
which have appreciated in value and
given to the School for purposes
which qualify as long term holdings
designated by the donor.
are
mple •fgifts on which th
Short term grantor lead trusts pay
capital gaq, tax may be,eJ.immated and
income to the School for a peri d of
mwmich _the full market value of th
time under ten years, at which time
securities may be claimed as a
the principal r werts to th d01i1.or.
deduction from your income in the
Planned gift a~ an a[temativ to
year ~f the gift.
the inability to €Ommit a sub~tantial
~ be.quest is a gf.f! hi fl'dorror' ttii/l o.f
gift fr lm incom . This brief discussi~n
any anu)UJllt,~rform t0 th outhern

M

aintainin~leader$h,p in
private legal education, as
does·th SMUScho lofLaw,
-re.quires ,a e0nt:inuin enrichment by ,
alt.tm:hi ofthe · ve tment they made
as individuals. Giving to the SMU

Me,thodi tlim.ive" ity .oheol 0£ Law.
Charitable bequests may be designed
when a new will is executed, or added
to an existing will through a codicil.
The extent of the bequest can be
identified by stating a dollar amount,
desiijAa:ti'ng articles @f' property or
naming the School ofla1Y a residual
legate . 11his latter allows the
instifufion a p> re ntage or all of what
remains after the deceased's heirs have
been provided for and other specific
provisions in the will have been
carried out.
There is, however, a lorger group of
giving opportunities known as planned

ofa c .mpl x ubj tis aurremt uno:ler
applitableJawat th timee'f wri.ting,
~nd is designed to pro~ide optloJ;tS
for the aJamnu or alumaa, 0r fri d,
who wishes to invest in the future
of the School of Law a LSMU. It is
not intended to take the place of
discussions with tax or legal counsel
acquainted with the individual's
circumstances or of discussions with
representatives of the School . Jf more
info1mation is desired, please . on~ct
the Office of Development, School
of Law, SMU, Dallas, Texas 75275
(telephone (214] 692-3341).
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JACKSON, HUCKELBERRY WIN
MOOT COURT "BEST SPEAKER"

J

o Bess Jackson ('85) a nd Carolyn
Hu ke.lb rry ('85) were recipients
of the "B st Sp aker" awards at
the Spring, 1983 Intraschool Moot
Court Competition marking the
culmination of the course in appellate
advocacy for first-year law students.
Ms. Jackson is a graduate of
Southeastern State University. Ms.
Huckelberry is a graduate of Wayne
State University, Detroit, Michigan.
The School's intramural moot court
competition is sponsored by the Dallas
firm of Jackson, Walker, Winstead,
Cantwell & Miller.
Presiding in 1983 were: Judge
Irving Goldberg, 5th Circuit Court of
Appeals; Judge Eldon B. Mahon, U.S.
District Court in Fort Worth; Chief
Justice Clarence A. Guittard, Court
of Civil Appeals; and; Associate
Justice Ted A. Z. Robertson, Texas
Supreme Court.

Jo Beth Jackson

Carolyn Huckelberry
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'82-'83 LAW
FUND INCREASE
IS 40.1 PERCENT

T

he 1982--83 Law School Annual
Fund was "one of the mosf
successful an nual giving
campaigns in the history of the
School," accordjng to Dean Jeswald
W. Salacuse. Total annual gifts
received were $495,562 as compared
with $353,618 received in 1981-82-an
increase of more than forty percent.
John P. Falconer, Jr. '67, Chairman
of the annual campaign, made a
pr limina1y rep rt t the Law Alumni
Association Council (see selated
article) at the mid-May meeting of
the Council, at which time it was
apparent the annual fund already had
exceed d the prior year's drive. Final
figures received lat rand rcleased
by Dean Sa lacuse show that the
bulk of the fLmds, r $293,456, were
earmarked for scholarshlp assistance
with the majority of the gifts coming
from alumni. Participation by
individual alumni increased to 1,974
from 1,426 in the previous year, an
increase to nearly thirty-seven percent
participation from the previous year's
twenty-sev n percent.
Alumni and friends of the School,
including law firms, individual
practitioners, corporations,
non-alumni individuals and
foundations took advantage of the
opportunity to designate gifts to areas
of interest. Designated gifts 0th.e r
than cholarship assistance included
$65,245 for the Underwood Law
Library, $12,000 for the Fund (or
Faculty Excellence (e.g., professional
travel, rese, rch assistants, etc.),
$16,000 for the Moot Court Program,
$9,250 for the Mock Trial Program,
and $3,500 for Clinical Legal
Education, in addition to renewal
by Shell Companies Fmmdation of
its grant of $45,000 for the School's
Tax Clinic.

'These results, which should be
viewed as a vote of confidence in the
Law School, are due to the generosity,
effort and time of our alumni and
memb rs of the legal mmmuruty,"
said Dean Salacuse. Cited specifically
were Law Fund Chairman Falconer
and the Chairmen of the Eighth
Annual Law Library Fund: Richard D.
Haynes, of Haynes & Boone in Dallas,
chair for firms and attorneys in the
Dallas area; James F. Kelley, Vice
President and General Counsel of
Diamond Shamrock Corporation,
chair for corporate counsel i.n Dallas;
Rice M. Tilley, Jr. '61, of the Fort
Worth firm of Law, Snakard, Brown
& Gambill, chair for Fort Worth and
Tarrant County firms and attorneys;
and, Tom L. Larimore '62, Vice

President Law and Administration
and Secretary, Western Company of
North America, chair for corporate
counsel in Fort Worth and Tarrant
~aunty. The expanded Law Library
Fund campaign generat d $57,034,
an ina-ease of 62 percent over the
previous year.
In addition to annual giving,
the School received capital gifts
of approximately $711,154 whlch
included paymen t of $500,000 on
the Rupert and Lillian Radford Chair
of Law endowment, as well as
contributions to the "Law Fund
For Faculty Excellence" to which
m1designated capital campaign
contributions are committed.
Total giving to the School for
1982-83 was $1,215,605.

REGISTRATION STATISTICS
AS OF: August 30, 1983
Semester Session: f ALL 1983
URIS DOCTOR PROGRAM (Full Time -12 + hours)
ClassiTotal
Full Time
Part Time
Minoritv
fication
Enrolled
M w Total M w Total Blk Brn Other
4
1st Year
229
131 97 228
1
1
6 20
0
2nd Year
134 96 230
3
2
5
4 9
7
235
3rd Year
127 86 213
17
6 6
6
230
6 11
7 3
JD/MBA
10
10
JD/MPA
23
17
TOTAL
704
399 282 681
9 14
16 35

Category
MCL
LLM
SJD
TOTAL

GRADUATE PROGRAM (Full Time-9+ hours)
Total
Full Time
Part Time
Enrolled
M w Total M w Total Foreign
2
22
16 4
20
2 0
22
98
33 6
39
43 16
59
2
120

SPECIAL STUDENTS
TRANSIENTS

49

10

-4 - - - 10 (179 hours)

59

45

16

U.S.

61

RECAPITULATION Fall 83 Fall 82
-- - 704
721
Total JO P.rogram
120
127
Total Graduate
4
7
Total Special
10
14
Total Transients
TOTAL REGISTERED 836
869
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NEWAND
VISITING FACULTY
INCLUDE
HUTCHISON CHAIR

T

he School of La.w will welcome
several visil'ing professors during the
1983-84 academic yem: Those facu lty
whose appointments begin in the fall
semester include Professors Stephen F.
Williams, Werner F. Ebke and Daniel
Q. Posin.

University of Colorado where he has
taught since 1969. He is a member of
the American Law Institute and is the
author of numerous articles in the
areas of energy and oil and gas law.
He is the father of five children.
The George W. Hutchison Chair
in Energy Law was established by
William L. Hutchison '55 to honor
his father and to attract to the School
a distinguished legal scholar and
teacher of prominence in the field
of energy law.

Visiting Assistant Professor Werner F. Ebke
Professor Stephen F. Williams

GEORGE W.
HUTCHISON CHAIR
IN ENERGY LAW
Stephen F. Williams, (Yale
University, 1958, B.A.; Harvard Law
School, 1961, J.D.) will be the Visiting
George W. Hutchison Professor of
Energy Law for the academic year
1983-84 and will teach Administrative
Law and Energy Law I in the fall
semester 1983 and Energy Law II
and Oil and Gas Law in the spring
semester 1984.
A graduate of the Harvard Law
School where he was an editor of the
Harvard Law Review, Professor Williams
practiced in New York City for four
years before becoming Assistant U.S.
Attorney for the Southern District of
New York, a position which he held
for three years beginning in 1966. A
specialist in the areas of property, oil
and gas, and energy law, Professor
Williams has been a Visiting Professor
and Fellow in Law and Economics at
the University of Chicago Law School
and is a member of the faculty of the
16

Werner F. Ebke (Gymnasium
Carolinum at Osnabrueck, 1970, B.A.;
University of Muenster School of Law,
1971, J.D.; Doktor Der Rechte (Ph.D),
1982; University of California at
Berkeley, 1975, LL.M.), currently
on the faculty of the University of
Muenster, Federal Republic of
Germany, will be a Visiting Assistant
Professor at Southern Methodist
University School of Law for the
academic year 1983-84. He will teach
Comparative Law I in the fall semester
1983 and International Organizations
in the spring semester 1984. Professor
Ebke has published extensively in
both areas in Germany and the
United States.

-

Ji. J.
Visiting Professor of Law Daniel Q. Posin

Daniel Q. Posin (University of
California at Berkeley, 1963, B.A.; Yale
University, 1967, M.A., Economics,
1969, J.D.; New York University in
Taxation, 1975, LL.M.) will be a
Visiting Professor of Law for the
academic year 1983-84 and will teach
Income Taxation and Corporation
Taxation in the fall semester 1983 and
Corporate Planning and Partnership
Taxation in the spring semester 1984.
Professor Posin practiced law in San
Francisco before joining the faculty of
Hofstra University School of Law
where he has been associated since
1974. A specialist in the area of
taxation, Professor Posin has written
many articles and is a frequent lecturer
at tax institutes. His most recent work
is Federal Income Taxation of Individuals,
Student Edition (West Hornbook
Series) and Federal Income Taxation of
Individuals (West Publishing
Company), a longer edition for
practicing attorneys.
Professor Posin and his wife, who is
an attorney, have one child.

At the beginning of the second
semester of the academic year, four
other distinguished visiting professors
will join the faculty. They include:
Christine Diana Gray (Newnham
College, Cambridge University, B.A.,
Ph.D.) is currently a Fellow and Tutor
in Law at St. Hilda's College, Oxford
University. She will be a Visiting
Assistant Professor of Law for
the spring semester 1984 and
will teach Comparative Law II
and Jurisprudence.

Sanford M. Guerin (Boston
University, B.S.; University of San
Francisco School of Law, J.D.; New
York University School of Law, LL.M.)
practiced law in Los Angeles and is at
present Of Counsel to a law .furn in
Denver. He h as been a member of the
faculty of the University of Denver
Scho l of Law sin e 1978 and is the
present Editor-In- hief of the Tax Lnw
Journal. He will be a Visiting Associate
Professor of Law, also for the spring
semester 1984, and will teach courses
in Corporate Taxation and Real Estate
Tax Planning.
John S. Lowe (Denjson University,
B.A.; Harvard Law School, LL.B.) is
the Associate Director of the National
Energy Law and Policy Institute at th
University of Tulsa College of Law. He
has been a member of the faculty of the
U niversi ty of Toledo and, prior to that,
was in the general practice of law in
Columbus, Ohio. He was a Pellow of
the Maxwell School of Citizenship and
Public Affafrs at Syracuse University
assigned to the Office of the President,
Government of Malawi. He will be a
Visiting Professor of Law for the spring
semester 1984 and will teach Property
II and an Oil and Gas Seminar.
Covey T. Oliver (Univ rsity f Texas,
B.A., J.D.; olumbia University,
LL.M., S.J.D.; S uthern Methodist
University, LL.D.) is the Hubb I]
Professor Emeritus at th University of
Pennsylvania Law School. H was th
Walker Perry Johnson Pr0£essor of
Law t th University of California at
Berke! y and has also taught at the
University of11 xas and at the SMU
School of Law during a summer
session. He served as Fulbright
Professor at the University of Sao
Paulo, Brazil, as Executive Director
of the World Bank, and as U.S.
Coordinator for the Alliance for
Progress. He will b a Visiting
Professor at the School of Law and a
Distinguish d Scholar in Residence at
Southern Methodist University for the
spring semester 1984. He will teach in
the area of international law.

KENNEDY SELECTED RECIPIENT OF
DR. DON M. SMART TEACHING AWARD
.rof s or John E. Kennedy
was presented the Dr. Don M.
Smart 11 aching Award at th
School of Law Hooding Ceremony
on May 21, 1983. Th cash prize is
awarded to the fulltime member
of th faculty of the School wh
is judged to be the best classroom
instructor during the academic year.
Kennedy (Ph.B., 1956, LL.B. , 1959,
Notre Dame University; LL.M., 1964,
J.S.D., 1970, Yale University) is an
au thority in the field f proc, dure and
has written extensiv ly on the subj t.
He has serv d as Reporter to the
Unit d State Judicial Conference
lmplementation Committee on
Admission of Attorneys to
Federal Practice.
The Smart Teaching Award, first
presented in 1982, is support d
by a legal educati n e ndowment
established by Dr. Don M. Smart
(f .D. '65). Th decision on the winner
is mad by a committee composed
of the outgoing President of the
Student Bar Association; the
outgoing Editor-In-Chief of the

P

SOUTHWESTERN LAW JOURNAL,
the outgoing Editor-in-Chief of
the JOURNAL OF AIR LAW AND
COMMERCE, end c econd- and
first-year law student selected by
the Student Bar Association. The
committee solicited nominations
from students and conducted a
poll of alumni in the prior three
graduating classes.
In addition to the Ti aching Award,
Dr. Smart' s endowment also provides
for a book fund in the School's library
and grants for dir cted res arch and
for curricular d velopment, the
recipi nts of whicl1 will be announced
in the fall.
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REED REFLECTS ON FULBRIGHT
YEAR IN JAPAN

1
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Professor Roark Reed returned to the SMU
School of I.aw following one year in Japan
where he taught Constitutional Criminal
Procedure at Tokyo University. The
opportunity arose when he was selected
by the Japan-United States Educational
Commission for a Fulbright grant. The
following article resulted from an interview
with Professor Reed.

I

n a untry wh r there ar nly
12,000 attorney who practi e
almost entirely as incLividuals and
do so under a unitary jurisdiction, the
clinical training programs increasingly
common to U. S. law schools and
relevant to the needs of the public are
used only at Japan's National Law
School for Practitioners, according to
Professor Roark Reed. Of the roughly
50,000 students graduating annually
from the sixty Japanese law schools
which are essentially undergraduat~
dep~~tments, four hundred-fifty score
suffic~ent~y well on the necessary merit
exammation to enter the two-year
po~t-~aduate program at the Legal
Trammg and Research Institute, the
only analogy to the U. S. law school.
The observation about clinical
training was reinforced for Reed by the
schedule for a student at the Institute:
• the first four months of the
18

Criminal procedure in Japanese law
was influenced over the last century by
German law; a form of "civil law" a
criminal procedure is in effect in which
the investigation and a search for the
"truth" is paramount. There is usually
very little live testimony and no
jury system is used. (The jury was
discontinued prior to World War II at
about the same time the acquittal rate
reached 17%). The trial is conducted
prim~rily on documents and usually
consists of !he prosecution reading
the accusations to the court, with the
defendant having the opportunity to
challenge any of the evidence at which
point witnesses can be called for live
testimony. The prosecution also has an
"opportunity" for rebuttal. However,
few cases are conducted with live
testimony as many defendants concur
in the prosecution's factual assertions.
A three-judge panel hears all serious
fe~ony cases and the presiding judge
will usually ask questions if witnesses
are examined.
Just as in the U. S., Japan's
Supreme Court has various forms of
discretionary jurisdiction in criminal
cases. Death penalty verdicts, which
are rendered annually, often are
reviewed by the Supreme Court but no
death penalty is carried out without
the signature of the Minister of Justice.
Japan also has its critics of the efficacy
and deterrent nature of the death
pen_alty. As a result of a struggle
similar to that experienced in America
recently, there have been virtually no
executions as the Minister routinely
refuses to sign the final order
of execution.
In Japan, the number of homicides
is only about ten percent of those
committed in the U. S. and other
Japanese criminal statistics are lower
than for comparable crimes here.
"O~g~nized crime" is the largest
statistical component of felony cases in
~apan. It results ~om extensive activity
m the amphetamme trade, gambling
and diversion of gambling funds into
legitimate businesses.
Reed suggests, aside from
traditional Japanese respect for person
~nd property, that the koban, a place
m each community which is usually
manned by police twenty-four hours a
day, is largely responsible for the low
incidence of crime. The koban is the

program are spent at the Institute in
Tokyo for orientation;
• an additional sixteen months are
spent "on the job" through
assignments with judges, prosecutors
and a~omeys throughout Japan; and,
• a final four month period back at
the Institute used for classroom work
and civil and criminal moot court
presentations, all of which lead to a
final ex~mination, which virtually
none fail and which is tantamount to a
license to practice law.
Student practice is not provided for
by statute in Japan. "Professionalism"
is the by-word for a system which
presum~s students_ are not competent
to .practice, even with professional
!s111dance. Informal in-court practice
1s allowed by some judges and
prosecutors during the sixteen month
practicum. In that system, all judges
~om t~e local level up to but not
mcludmg the country's Supreme
Court, are civil service appointments.
Judges, not law students, clerk for
Justices of the Supreme Court,
strengthening their respected place in
Japan's legal system. Other Institute
graduates, whose average age is 29,
become part of the public prosecutor
system or enter private practice.

equivalent of the "officer on the beat,"
a friend in the neighborhood who
carries no weapon and who knows
the residents because he lives there.
The police walk and ride bicycles to
travel from the koban around the
neighborhood. This system assures_
the residents of visible and responsive
police protection and in~?lvement,
making easy the recognition of .
unusual activity or of strangers m the
area. The kobans are frequently located
conveniently near stations on the
nation's train lines, which are the
primary form of transportation
throughout the country.
A very welcome surprise was the
relatively large number of successful
and loyal SMU alumni in Japan. Some
twelve of the Tokyo alumni (see photo)
hosted a reception for Reed and
his wife Carolyn at a very famous
restaurant in the old part of the
city. Reed also visit~d SM1:]' s sister
university, Kwanse1 Gakmn, near the
Osaka-Kobe area where he lectured
and enjoyed the warm and generous
hospitality for whic~ "K-G" i~ ~own.
Teaching a "practical des°:ption
of how American courts, police and
c;riminal procedure operate on a daily
basis" at the graduate level at Tokyo
University Law Faculty was an
exceptionalexperienceforhim,Reed
says. The Japanese are very interested
in our legal system and many Japanese
lawyers, judges and prosecutors come
to the U. S. to study at SMU School of
Law, Berkeley, Michigan and Harvard.
Reed suggests that from that contact
with our system a deeper exchange of
cultural values is possible.
.
The experience also reinforc_ed his
commihnent to clinical education as a
sound way to meet the increasingly
diverse legal needs of the
American public.

COGAN TESTIFIES
BEFORE
CONGRESSIONAL
COMMITTEE

N

eil H. Cogan, Professor of
Constitutional Law at the
School, testified on July
21, 1983 before the Subcommittee
on Administrative Law and
Governmental Relations of the House
Committee on the Judiciary. His
testimony, undertaken at the ~vitation
of the Honorable Peter W. Rodino,
Jr., Chairman of the U.~. House of
Representatives Com~th:e o_n the
Judiciary, was on t h tmphcations of

INS v. Chadha for Congressional control
of executive conduct.
Professor Cogan spoke to issues_
raised by the U.S. Supreme C~mrt m
the case, specifically: in what instances
is Congress forbidden to use a
legislative veto; and, w here Congress
is forbidden to u se the veto, what may
it do instead to control executive
conduct? His testimony discussed the
reach of Chadha as well as alternative
controls of executive conduct by
Congress.
Professor Cogan' s testimony was.
solicited by Chairman Rodino to assist
the Subcommittee in determining
the ramifications of Chadha for
Congressional oversight and agency
rule making.
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MORRIS IS EDITOR IN CHIEF OF REVISED
EDITION OF MAJOR LABOR PUBLICATION

Professor Charles J. Morris

I

I has become routine for scholars and
otl1er observers, including myself, to
be111oa11 the facl that excessive
polarizalion d1aracterizes Arnericnn labor
relal'ions. Much of that polarizaf-ion is
surely a by-product of the uncertainty and
insecurity which employers and unions feel
when confronting each other. Although
the roots of such feelings may be deeply
embedded in our collective social and
economic psyche, some of that polariwJion.
probably stems from a commonplace fear of
lhe 1mknown. Part of the ideal behind my
own interest in this treatise is a hope that
these volumes will help dispel much of the
prwniling ignorance of the labor laws and
!hereby dispel some of the fear of
the unknown.
From the preface to:
THE DEVELOPING LABOR
LAW: THE BOARD, THE
COURTS AND THE NATIONAL
LABOR RELATIONS ACT,
Second Edition. Charles J.
Morris, Editor in Chief. BNA
Books, Washington, D.C.
Charles J. Morris, SMU Professor of
Law, in conjunction with the American
Bar Association's Section of Labor
and Employment Law and the Bureau
of National Affairs, Inc., recently
announced the publication of The

Developing u,bor Law: The Boa:rd, the
Courts, and the National u,bor Relations
Act, Second Edition, the definitive
two-volume treatise that brings into
focus the legislative and common-law
development of this massive body
of jurisprudence.
Professor Morris was assisted by
a committee of practicing attorneys
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and scholars in the preparation of the
work. Like the first edition, the
work consists of an historical survey,
including an overview of relevant
statutes and cases; analytical treatment
of legal deveJ.opments in all areas of
the statute, including employee rights,
the representation process and union
recognition, the collective bargaining
process, econom.i activity, and
relations between the employee and
the union. It also includes detailed
treatment of the administration of
the statute.
The second edition also expands
coverag of arbitration and its
increasing effect on the Act, unfair
labor practice "interference" and
violations of "laboratory conditions"
relating to pre-election activity. A
wealth of illustrative cases; a Table
of Cas s, keyed to the text, with full
citation of the significant labor cases
decided by the National Labor
Relations Board and the courts since
1935; a nd, a Topical Index of references
in the text to specific sections of the
National Labor Relations Act complete
this valuable resource.
Professor Morris (Temple University,
A. B. '44; Columbia University, LL. B.
'48) was also the editor-in-chief and
principal author of the first edition of
DLL, which was published in 1971.
That edition became known as the
"Bible" of the National Labor Relations
Act. Professor Morris also is the author
of numerous articles and a frequent
lecturer on labor law. A professor at
SMU since 1966, he was a visiting
professor at "Monash University,
Melbourne, Australia, in 1974 and at
Cornell University in 1977-79. In 1978,
he was appointed by President Carter
to a five-year term as a founding
member of the Federal Service

Impasses Board created tmder the Civil
Service Reform Act of 1978, a term he
completed in December, 1982. Before
co, 1ing to SMU, he had been a partner
in a Dallas law finn specializing in
labor law. At SMU, he teaches courses
in labor law, collective bargaining
and arbitration, legislative and
administrative process, perspectives
on American law, and Code of
Professional Responsibility.
DLL2d is available from the SMU
Book Store. Orders may be placed by
phoning (214) 692-2435 or by writing to
Don Noll, Director-SMU Bo k Store,
Box 495, Dallas, Texas 75275.

FACULTY
Professor Lackland H. Bloom, Jr.,
attended the American Association of
Law Schools "Workshop on Teaching
Constitutional Law" in Los Angeles,
in June.

Professor William J. Bridge
attended the 9th Annual American Bar
Association "Workshop on Lawyers'
Professional Respons ibility'' in
O1icago in June. Professor Bridge
aJso will continue to direct the Legal
Writing Program at the School.
Thi.rte n part-time instructors work
with him in the first-year course on
legal research methods and writing.
He also lectured on "Recent
Developments in Legal Ethics" at the
Annual Institute of the American
Association of Law Librarians.

Professor Alan R. Bromberg,
named a "University Distinguish d
Professor of Law" by the SMU Board
of Trustees, spent most of May in
Aus tin during the recent session
of the Texas Legislature testifying
and conferring with legislators on a
proposed comprehensiv revision of
the Texas Securities Act, for which he
was the principal draftsman n behalf
of the State Bae of 1exas. Tbe proposa l,
carried by SMU Law Alumni State
Representative Steve Wolens '76 and
State Senator lke Harris '60, aroused
on troversy because it would largely
have eliminated "merit r gulation" by
which the State Securities Board makes
qualitative (and mostly discretionary)
decisions about what securities can b
sold to th public. The proposal was
narrowly defeat din the House, but
some moderation of "merit regulation"
was signalled by the passage of
amendments, also drafted by
Bromberg, to the old Texas S curities
Act. With a coauthor, herec ntly
comple ted the 1983 supplement to

Secu-rities fraud and Com111odities Fraud.
On June 20, 1983, he was in New York
to chair the Educational Publications
Advisory Board of Matth w Bend r &
Co., considering proposa ls for new
coursebooks.

NOTES

Professor Beverly May Carl lectured
on April 4, 1983, at th U.S.-European
Dialogue on the 25th Anniversary f
the European Economic Community,
on "The Europ an ommon Market
As A Model For Developing Nations."
She spent t11e m nths of April and
May addressing gove.nunent officials,
bar associations, economists, and
university groups on foreign trad ,
investment, technology transfer and
transnational litigation, in Spanish
and Portuguese, in Peru, Paraguay,
Argentina, Uruguay, Brazil (R cife,
Bahia, Belo, Horizonte, Sao Paulo and
Porto Alegre), Tiinidad, Ecuador,
Colombia (Bogota, Cali and Medallin),
Panama and Honduras.

Procedur promulgated in June 1983
by th Suprem Court of Texas. In
addition, as am mber f the
Committee on Administration of
Justice of the State Bar of Texas and
the Advisory Committee of the Texas
Supl'eme Court, he was instmmental
in the developm nt of the new
procedtLral rules . He has completed a
nmnusa·ipt entitled the "Revised Texas
Venu Scheme" for publication in
various journals this fall. Professor
Dorsaneo also compl t d the
manuscript for the second edition
of "Texas Civil Proc dure: PreLTial
Litigation;' published by Matthew
Bender.

Professor William V. Dorsaneo, III

published "On 'Institutional'
Academic Freedom," 61 Tex. L. Rev.
817 (1983), and his revi w of R.
Che.it and A. Ford, BEYOND
TRADITIONAL TENURE (1982),
appearing in 69 Academe 41 (1983), was
reprinted in 10 ]. College & Univ. I.nw
105 (1983-84). Professor Finkin
delivered the C. Dallas Sands
Memorial Lecture at the University of
Alabama Law School on April 14, 1983,
and a lecture, "Revisionism in Labor
Law," at ilie University of Maryland's
Industri< l Relations and Labor Studies
Center on March 25, 1983.

Professor Matthew W. Finkin
was named as the Chairman of the
Civil Trial Law/Personal Injury Trial
Law Exam Commission by the Texas
Board of Legal Specialization. On June
3rd, h e was the featured lecturer at the
Third Annual Advanced Civil
Discovery Institute presented by the
University of Houston Law Center
wher h e explained the proposed rnle
changes con erning dis overy practice
in civil cases pr sently being
considered for adoption by the
Supreme C w:t of Texas. He also spoke
a t the Family Law Section of the Texas
State Bar Convenlion on June 30th
in Fort Worth on the subject of the
Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction
A t as ena t -d by the 68th Legislature
and its relationship to the Full Faith
and Credit provisions of the Parental
Kidnapping Prevention Act of 1980 (28
U.S.C. §1738A). On July 18 and 19,
Professor Dorsa neo spoke at the 6th
Annual Advanced Civil Trial Course
in Houston and Dallas. In Houston
he presented a paper entitled "An
0vervi w of Texas Discovery: Current
Trends, New Developments and
Proposed Rule Changes." In Dallas, in
addition to his lecture on the subj ct
of pretrial discovery, he also lectur d
on the Revised u as Venue Scheme
recently enact d by the 68th
L gislature and the Texa Rules of Civil

Professor John E. Kennedy
published "Class A tions: Th Right
to Opt Out," Ariz L. Rev., Vol. 25,
.No. 1 (1983).

Professor Henry J. Lischer, Jr. spoke
on May 27, 1983, to the Tax Section
of the Alabama Bar Asso iation on
"Recent Developments in Federal
Taxation."
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Professors Joseph W. McKnight and
William V. Dorsaneo, III, spoke at the
Family Law Section of the Texas State
Bar Convention on June 30, 1983, in
Fort Worth on the subject "Practical
Applications· of Recent Parent-Child
Legislation" and "Jurisdiction under
the Parental Kidnapping Prevention
Act," respectively.

Professor Frederick C. Moss,
with Professor Leo Romero of the
University of New Mexico Law
School, conducted a trial skills training
program in Lafayette, Louisiana, May
1-7, 1983, for legal services attorneys
from Louisiana and Tennessee. The
program was modeled after the
National Institute for Trial Advocacy's
program. Moss conducted the 5th
Annual NITA Southern Regional
skills training course at SMU School
of Law, June 16-26, with Professor
Vincent Walkowiak participating
as a faculty team leader. Moss is
the Director-Administrator of the
program, now in its third year at
SMU. Seventy-one attorneys from
throughout the country attended.

Professor Charles J. Morris
organized and moderated a program
on "Arbitrators, The NLRB, a]'.ld The
Courts-Tribunals in Tension" at
the annual meeting of the Society of
Professionals in Dispute Resolution in
Detroit, October 28, 1982. Later that
month, at a meeting of the Southwest
Region of the National Academy of
Arbitrators in Brownsville, Texas, he
delivered a paper on the Collyer and
Professor Paul Rogers spoke to the
Spielber doctrines. On February 15,
1983 American Association of Law
1983, he presented a lecture at the
Librarians' Pre-convention Institute on
Texas AFL-CIO "Update on Labor
Creative Research in Law on "Recent
Law" program, in Austin, on
Developments in Antitrust Law."
"Significant Board Decisions,"
He also participated in the SMU
followed on March 10 by an address
Continuing Legal Education Course
to the Dallas-Fort Worth Chapter of
entitled "Antitrust: Law and
the Planning Executives' Institute on
Litigation" held in Colorado Springs,
"Labor Relations in America." Morris
Colorado, July 11-15. He lectured on
participated in the Southwest Regional Antitrust Exemptions, held successive
meeting and program of the National
workshops on Robinson-Patman-Price
Academy of Arbitrators in San
Discrimination Law and participated in
Antonio, Texas, on March 18, 1983.
a variety of panel discussions during
Later that month, he traveled to New
the program. In addition, he has been
York City as coach of the SMU Moot
named to the National Advisory Board
Court Team for the Wagner Moot
on the Small Business Legal Defense
Court Labor Law Competitio:µ. In
Committee, which has been filing
May, he participated in the Annual
amicus curiae briefs in a number of
Meeting of the National Academy of
pending antitrust suits as well as
Arbitrators in Quebec City, Quebec,
participating in congressional
where he presented the report of the
hearings.
Overseas Correspondents Committee
of that organization. On August 25th,
Dean Jeswald W. Salacuse, on May
he lectured on a program for the Texas 23, 1983, delivered an all day lecture
Municipal Personnel Association in
on "The Regulation of Foreign
Dallas on "How Arbitrators Decide
Investment in Developing Countries"
Discipline and Discharge Cases."
at the International Law Institute of
Georgetown University Law Center
in Wa hington, D.C., La program
for foreign lawyers and government
officials from the Third World. On May
28 and 29, he parlicipated in a seminar
on "Law And Development In The
Middle East" at the University of
California at Berkeley.
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Professor Daniel W. Shuman
presented a series of lectures in the
field of health law: "The Design and
Evaluation of Empirical Research," to
the Health Law Teacher's Workshop,
American Society of Law and
Medicine, in Boston, May 20, 1983;
"The American Bar Association's
Proposed Model Retardation Law," to
the American Association of Mental
Deficiency, in Dallas on June 1; and,
"Recent Developments in Health Law:
Creative Research in Law Libraries,"
to the 1983 meeting of the American
Association of Law Librarians at SMU,
June 23.
Professor Howard J. Taubenfeld
returned to Tunisia May 19-June 6,
1983, to continue working with
that country's government on
environmental pollution and water
safety. (See International Scene, this
issue.) He addressed the Sixty-ninth
Annual Opening Convocation to
honor the SMU Class of 1987 on
August 28, speaking on "The
'Renaissance Man' in the 21st
Century."
Professor Vincent S. Walkowiak
returned from his one year leave of
absence with Fulbright & Jaworski in
Houston. The National Institute for
Trial Advocacy Teacher's Manual and
Administrative Guide (1983) of which he
is a co-author was published in May.
In addition, he chaired the Fourth
Annual Products Liability Symposium
"Preparation and Presentation of the
Product Liability Case" on April 6-8,
1983 and was a faculty member of the
National Institute of Trial Advocacy,
Southern Regional, held on June 16-26,
1983. He has been named to the
University of Texas Trial Tactics
Planning Committee.
Professor Harvey Wingo published:
"Rewriting Mapp and Miranda: A
Preference for Due Process," 31 U. Kansas
L. Rev. 219 (1983).

MEADOWS
FOUNDATION
AWARDS $50,000
GRANT TO CRIMINAi::
J0STICE CLINIC
he Meadews F.oun~a,tign~ The.
0f Oallas has awarded a $50,000
~ t to
School of Law of
Southern Meth0di,st Universif¥. in
_qpport of the operation of the ·
Crlrmnal Jusi:ice Oinic &f the School.
Th grant, mre:spqJU;e t · af0.mia1

T

the

prbpo Mrom tl'.i
1001, previc;le
µ-pp0tl @f Lh Associa ~ Oir®tor
position within the Criminal Justice
Clihic1 one of 0ruy two operated lfy
Texas law schools. The SMU Crim.in l
Justice Clinic began operations in 1976
with an initia'l grant from lh ·
Go-vernor's CruriinalJu ti Council.
Since its beginning, the Clinic has
earned a well deserved reputation as a
provider of top quality l gal erviees to

indigent d fendants dhargcll with
misdemeanars'iR the IDalla at.mty
criminal courts. Directed by Professor
Roark Reed and assisted by
Attemey-at-Law ~ McGlillum, the
Clinic ~and! appi:0ximately, 590
l')lj$iem an rs ea Li year and, as a
,result, allows the students emmlleti in
Clinic opportunity for actual client
contadt and r pmctkal ~peri nee in
the criminal justiG system. In 1982, t e
Clinic tri d fo . . t,,vQ ctiminai cases in
Dallas County.

the

,Mgur H. Meadew aea,t d the
Meadow Foundatien in 1948 for the
benefit 0f th people of Texas, so tnat
the.Jormne..h had accrued could
$lricl, their quality of ti&. Bo.min a

small·Geoi:gia town~ 1i built General
Am rican Oil Cem.J?..any 0£ Te~ into
.oneofthenati0n' latg! stin4 pendent
eil aI\d ~$ productiom campanies.
Fe ling thflt his own 11£ had been
b:ncyieasurably enric1hed from
~cipationm charitable adtiviti~,
Mr. Meadews created the Feundatfom
so that his·givmgcoul · con · ue long
after his life nded. And, he
challenged his family and trusted
ad · ~ to carry forward his
dedication to involvement
in pJtllanthropy.
·
~
[n all areas df giving, theMeadows
Foundati n loo forn w 't;l@ys to

S0!ve •Id RrO lems. IQ awariiif)g the

grant to_th Crirninal.Justi C1ini of
tlil S.MlJ Sc ool of Law, the Trustees of
the Meadows Foundation said: "We
appreciate this opportunity to sup))Qrt
this program; how ver; th Qffi
of
the Fotmdatio.n {convey) to ye>,u tha,~
this grant fqr on year p.rogra:inming
shG>uld not suggest that supPQt't will.be
conti" ued A y ar. Consideration of
future n.mdin wo~ almost oortninly

~quire matchmg funds from
ther .sources."
An oppornmity ~ts fur challenge
gifts in supp rt of this valuable clinic
program for t:l\e ye A984 thro1,1gh
198tfand the Sch ol is amv ly king

MCGOWAN CREATES
STUDENT CHIEF
COUNSEL
SCHOLARSHIPS iN
CIVIL CLINIC

W

illiam J. McGowan, II '70,

who served as Chief Counsel
of the SMU School of Law
Civil Clinic in 1969-70, has established
for 1983-84 a scholarship for student
Chief Counsel who will serve in the
Clinic. The scholarship for partial
tuition is designated the "William J.
McGowan, II, Chief Courn,el
Scholarship."
"This generous scholarship gift is
especially appreciated by all of us
associated with clinical education at
the School because it comes from one
of our most outstanding ex-clinic
students," said Professor Walter W.
Steele, Jr. "There is no better way for
a practicing lawyer to express his
or her interest in clinical educa Li.on
than to support it financially," said
Professor Steele.
M Gowan practic in Brownfi Id,
Texas, in th fun, of McGowan and
McGowan, P. C. and is a member of
the Law Alumni Association Council.

such gifts.
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REED APPOINTED
CLINIC DIRECTOR,
STEELE RETURNS TO
TEACHING

Professor Roark R. Reed

rofessor Roark M. Reed was
appointed Associate D. ean for
!inicaJ Educati n, effective
August 1, 1983. "I know I speak for
the £acuity and staff of the School in
wishing Profess r Reed success in hi
new position," said Dean Jeswald
W. Salacuse in announcing the
appoinbnent which was approved
by the Exe utive Committee of
the Fa ulty.
Professor R d (B.S., J.D.,
Georgetown University) recently
returned to the School of Law
fo11owing one year in Japan where
l ta ught Constitutional Criminal
Pr cedure at Tokyo Uruversity as a
Fulbri.ghl Professor.
Professor Walter W. Steele, Jr., who
has served as Associate Dean since
1975, has returned to full-time law
teaching in the 1983-84 academic
y ar. He will continu to teach in
the Oinic every third semester for the
foreseeable future.
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Professor Walter W. Steele, Jr.
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GARRETT APPOINTED ASSOCIATE
DIRECTOR OF CIVIL CASES CLINIC
renda J. Garr tt, a naliv of
Houston, j in.e d the staff of the
Sdtool of Law in May as
Associate Director of the Civil Cases
Oinic. Formerly Deputy DiTector of
Litigation and Training Coordin, tor
for the North Cenh·al Texas Legal
Services Foundation, she was Interim
Executive Director of the Foundation
immediately plior to her app intment.
Ms. Garrett arned a Bachelor of
Science Degree in Politi I Sociology
from Carleton College in 1973, and a
Juris Doctorate from the Unjversity of
Minnesota in 1976. Following
graduation from law school, sh
joined th staff of the Gulf C ast
L gal Foundation in H uston as a
"Reginald Heber Smith ommuruty
Lawyer Fellow." She wa chief of
general civil litigation at the
Fowida tion from 1978-80.
Active in legal skills training
with th North Texas egal Se1Yice ·
Foundation, Ms. Garrett has designed
l egal skills packages in "Termination
of Parental Rights," family law, and
oth r substantive areas of law. She

B

Brenda J. Garrett

has designed and co-authored a
module in Cro s Examination Skills
(Legal Services CorporaJ-ion: Office of
Field S 1vices, 1981), se.1ved as a
facuJty member of tl1e all ge of Trial
Adv cacy at South Texas College of
Law and has been a panelist and
1 cturer for the National Conference
of Juvenile Court Judges and the
National Bar Association.
Ms. Garrett succeeds Cynthia
Hollingsworth who entered
private practice.

COSTA
FOUNDATION
CHALLENGE
GRANT MET

GONZALES, CLINIC
RECEPTIONIST,
HONORED BY
COLLOQUIUM

arlier this year, the Aubr y M .
Costa Foundation awarded the
SMU Criminal Justice Clinic a
matching challenge grant to facilitate
the purchase of updated word
processing equipment for the Criminal
Justice Oinic. The terms of the grant,
made possible by Costa Foundation
Trustees Milton C. and Edward C.
Greene, provided that the Foundation
would a sure half the cost of the
equipment would be available if the
remaining funds were raised from
Dallas practitioners within 180 days.
Only 60 days were required for
interested and supportive lawyers
to respond.
Richm·d A. Anderson, Robert T.
Baskett, Phil Burleson, Michael P.
Gibson, Dan C. Guthrie, Jr., Robert
C. Hinton, Jr., Jack C. Pate, and Steve
Sumner contributed to the equipment
purchase, assuring the chall nge from
the Costa Foundation was met c nd
that the work of Criminal Justice Clinic
students was facilitated.
Many thanks to ail for th ir
participation and upport. The
Criminal Justice linic was badly in
need of improv d word processing
capability and that need has been met.

o,n Gonzales, the afternoon
rec ptionist in the School's
Legal Clini , was honored in
Austin in July as an outstanding-high
school student at the S cond Annual
Honors Colloquium. Students so
honored are chosen by scoring in the
top two percent on th National Merit
Sch las tic Test or th Preliminary
Scholastic Aptitude Test.
Don was chosen not only for his
high test scores, but also for his
involvement in school activity.
He attends the Public Services,
Government and Law Magnet Center
of the Dallas I:ndepend nt School
District wher fifty p rcent of the
faculty either have or are in the proc ss
of btaining Ph.D. degrees. The Sch ol
is equipp d with a quite extensive
law library.
D n is actively inv lved in debat ,
oratory and mock trials, and is the
s ni r class president. He also
organiz d a cilywid stud nt/teacher
mock general election. Prior to coming
t wm:k at the Legal Clinic, Don was
employ d in the Dalla firm of
McElroy & Boyd.

DALLAS FIRM
UPDATES
CLINIC EQUIPMENT
he Dallas firm of Smith,
Underwood, Carmichael &
Floyd has mad a generous gift
to the SMU Civil Clinic program for
the purpose of updating clinic office
equipm.e nt. The firm, according to
Professor Walter W. Steele, Jr.,
responded to the request for support
to help maintain the s trength of one
of the finest clinical programs in the
ow1hy. R cent ad van es in ffice
equipmentt hn I gy, which was the
nature of the fu-m' s gift, are significant
not only from U1e standpoint of
law office efficiency but from the
standpoint of training students
as well.
Law School administration has
resolved to undertake a campaign to
upgrad all legal clinic equ:ipm nt. As
a part of that campaign, the firm f
SmiU1, Underwood, Carmichael &
Floyd has made its conh·ibution.
Alumni partners in the firm are
William J. Und -wood '74; Jay
Carmichael, Jr. '73; Rick L. Floyd '76;
Michael J. Collins '77; Thomas A.
Martin '80; and, John D. Evans '78.

T
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THE

INTERNATIONAL SCENE

by Professor Beverly May Carl

During February, Professor Howasd

Ta ubenfeld joum yed to London
Francisco Van Ham (M.C.L., 1981)
and Marcel Ho\lben (LL.M., 1976)
have formed a law firm. Patrick
DeMuynck (M.C.L. 1980) is now a
labor lawyer with the FABRIMETAL
Association of employers in Belgium.
After several years of extensive
traveling while doing maritime Jaw
for Gulf Corp. , Edward Gilhooly
(J.D., 1975) has settled down near
Philadelphia where he is wo:rking
for Johnson Matthew lnvestm nt
Company on a prospeclive mining
venture in Mexico. Felix Ruther
(M.C.L., 1982) is in a training program
of th Hypo-Bank in Munich, W st
Germany. Shen Shfaoming (M.C.L.,
1982) from the People's Republic of
Olina is currently studying at Harvard
Law School. Manual Garcia Barragan
(M.C.L., 1962) and Adriana Lopez
(M.C.L., 1981), both Mexican
attorneys, recently announced
their marriage.
The SMU Law School was enriched
last year by the tead1ing of Visiting
Professor Dr. Bernard Grossfeld of the
University of Muenster in Muenster,
Wesl Germany. Psof ssor GrossfeJd
taught the courses in Comparative
Private International Law and
International Economic Development
Law. He also co-taught in the
Comparative Law course.
The Professor Roy R. Ray lecturer
last year was Patri k S. Aliyah,
Professor of English Law at Saint
J Im' s College, Oxford and currently
Visiting Professor of Law at Harvard.
Earlierin his career, he serv d as State
Attorney in. Ghana and subsequ ntly
taught in law schools in Australia and
in lsraeJ. On March 28, he addressed
the SMU law students on "Lawyers
and Rules: Some Anglo-American
Comparisons."
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to participate in a con.fer · nee on
pr bl ems of developing countries and
control of environmental pollution. As
this meeting focus d on North Africa
and the Mediterranean, h reported on
the situation in Tunisia where he has
b en drafting pollution controUaws for
th Minis try of the National Economy.
At the Annual Meeting of th
Ame:rican Society of International Law
on April 16th, he was a member of
a panel on "The EnvironmentStockholm Ten Years Later." He
described and discussed pollution
control in developing nations.
As aid and adviser to the students
participating in International Moot
Court, Professor William Bridge
accompanied the SMU team to the
Philip C. Jessup Competition at
Louisiana State University in Baton
Rouge during March.
Professor Joseph J. Norton helped
organize two outstanding international
law onfer nces this year. The first on
"Internationalization of United Stat s
Money and Capital Markets," held
during Novemb r 1892, attracted
leacting bankers and financiers from
through ut the nation. The s cond
conference was a two day dialogue on
th 25th Anniversary of th European
Economic Community held on April 4
and 5, 1983. Sponsored jointly by the
Ewopean Community In£01mation
Center and the American Soci · ty
of International Law, this program
brought distinguished speak rs from
Emop and th United Stat s. (See
related articles this iss ue).
In January, Professor David Allen
and hjs wife, Professor Mary Hiscock,
from Monash and Melbourne Law
Schools resp ctively in Au stralia,
discussed "Credit and Security in
Developing Na lions" before Professor
Norton's International Finance and
Banking Class. They also addressed
the Ii1ternational Law Students Society
on "Legal Developm.ents in the
People's Republic of China."

In February, Sir Joseph Gold, senior
consullant and former legal adviser
of the International Monetary Fund,
analyzed current problems of the
international monetary system
for Professor Norton's classes in
International Organizations and in
International Finance and Banking.
Sir Gold, who has been knighted by
Queen Lizabeth for his outstanding
service to the international comnnmity,
also discussed work at the IMF
with the SMU International Law
Students Society.
A week later, James Silkenat, an
attorney with the International Financ
Corporation, describ d the operations
of the IFC and the World Bank to
students in the international finance
cource. Shortly th r after, the
International Law Students Society
was honored with a visit and lecture
by Lucius Chikuni, Minister of he
Embassy of the Republic of Malawi.

To all you Foreign Graduates and
America Alumni Engaged in inl'ernational
work: PLEASE SEND US NEWS
ABOUT YOURSELVES. We want to
know what you are doing and so do
your classmates.
Again, thanks to all of you who have
sent the SMU Law Schoo] donationseither in the form of money or books.
We an~ pleased to rep rt that the office
of the Vice Pr sident for Finan ial
Administration at SMU advises that
international donors to the SMU Law
School may mak cont-ributions by
wire tranfer addressed:
Texas Commerce Bank-Hillcrest
Attention: Investment Department
P.O. Box 8006
Dallas, Texas 75205
For: SMU NC #111021596
To insure that funds received are
credited to the proper account, all of
the above address data are required.
Contributors to the 1982-83 SMU
Alumni Fund include:
Heiner Klaus, Switzerland
J. K. Loh, Vice Minister, Republic
of China
Mariano J. Oteiza, Panama
Fekade Haregewoin
Scott C. Wang

Special thank to the members of the
SMU Law Alumi Thankgjving'Group
in Tokyo for th ir contributions:
Haruhiro Nakatsu
Shigeham Negjshi
Yukuzo Yamazaki
Shin'ichi Kamozaki
Shojiro Honda
Yasuyuki Shibata
Kazuo Terada
FumiyaSato
KazuoFujii
Fumio Sakurai
Hideo Chikusa
HiromuEmi
Toji Tao
Yukio Horigome
Hisashi Kaji

SMUGRAD
SUPREME
COURT JUSTICE
IN REPUBLIC OF
CHINA (TAIPEI)

Justice Renee Ren-Shu Chang

T

he Honorable Renee Ren-Shu
Chang (M.C.L. '77) is now a
memb r f the Supreme Court of
th Republic of China (faipei). Justice
O1ang had served as a judge for some
tw nty-five years prior to elevation to
the highest tribuna1 of her nation.
As holder of a Fu1bright award,
Justice Chang specialized in
commercial law at SMU. She
previously had studied secured
transactions law at George
Washington University during
1966 under spo nsorship of the
United Nations.
Justice Chang's compassionate
concern about .legal statu of women
was evident when, last summer, she
was a k ynote speaker n "The L ga l
Rights of Woment in 01ina" at the
11 nth Conference of Law in the World,
held in Sao Paulo, Brazil.

SILVER
ANNIVERSARY
OF EUROPEAN
COMMON MARKET
MARKED BY
SMU INSTITUTE

I

n commemoration of the
twenty-fifth anniversary of the
Tueaty of Rome implementing the
Emopean Common Market, Southern
Methodist University on Ap1il 4th and
5th hosted a two day meeting: "U.S. European Dialogue on the Eur pean
Economic C mmunity." Co-Sp nsors
of the institute were the European
Community Information C nter
and the Am rican Society of
International Law.
The conference was in memoriam of
Justice Alex Chloras of the European
Court of Justice and Professor A. J.
Thomas, two individuals who were
most influential in its preparation, but
who were suddenly taken from us.
Each participant in the institute
received extensive symposium
materials. The sp ech texts and
panelist presentations c r being dited
by Professors Joseph Norton and
William Bridge of SMU for ev ntual
publication by ceana Publication,
international publishers.
The principal speak rs were:
"Keynote: Th Community in 1983:
A Less Perfect Union"
Dr. Eric Stein
Yntema Professor of Law
University of Michigan
"The Framework for Business
Enterprise"
Professor Richard Buxbaum
University of California
Law School
Berkeley
"Public International Law
Implications"
Dr. Covey Oliver
President, Am rican Society of
International Law
Washington, D.C.
"Private International Law
Implications"
Dr. Hans Baade
University of Texas Law School
Austin

"A New Universal and a New
Regional Monetary Asset: SOR
&ECU"
Sir Joseph Gold
Senior Consultant
International Monetary Fund
"U.S.-E.E.C. Trade Relations"
Honorable Robert S. Strauss
Former Special Presidential
Trade Negotiator
"Efficacy of the Customs Union"
Dr. J. Carter Murphy
D partment of Economics
Southern Methodist Univ rsity
"E.E.C. Commercial Policy"
Professor David Perrott
Centre for European Legal
Studies
University of Exeter
United Kingdom
"E.E.C. Agricultural Policy"
Mr. Denis Corboy
Head of Press Information
D legation of the Commission
of the European Communities
Washington, D.C.
"Impact of Variable Levy System"
Professor 11 rence C. Smith
Edwin L. Cox School of Business
Southern Methodist University
"Decision-making Processes"
Ms. Mary Minch
Legal Attache
Delegation of the Commission of
th European Communities
Washington, D.C.
"Conb·ibutions of European Court
of Justice"
Dr. Jacques Steenbergen
European Court of Justice
Luxembourg
"Implications of Community
Expansion''
Dr. Kenneth Simmonds,
Honorary President
British lnstitut of International
and Comparative Law
London
"Harmonization of Taxation and
Accounting Standards"
Professor Dr. B rnard Grossfeld
University of Muenster
Muenster, West Germany
(Visiting Professor SMU Law
School, 1982-83)
"Development of European Patent
Laws and Treaties"
Mr. Julian Von Kalinowski,
Partner
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher
Los Angeles
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"Harmonization of Company Laws"
Professor Dr. Peter Behrens
Max-Planck Institute
Hamburg, West Germany
"Overview of Antitrust Law and
Policy"
Professor Otto Sandrock
University of Muenster
Muenster, West Germany
"Extraterritoral Notions"
Professor Joseph Norton
Southern Methodist University
School of Law
"Political and Security Prospects of
the Community"
Dr. Pierre Lellouche, Director
(Politics and Security)
French Institute of International
Affairs
Paris
"Prospects for European Monetary
Union"
Mr. Jolie Dixon
Economic and Financial Adviser
Delegation of the Commission of
the European Communities
Washington, D.C.
"Changing Perceptions of the
Atlantic Alliance"
Mr. Richard Fisher
Manager, Dallas Office
Brown Brothers, Harriman & Co.
Dallas
"The EEC as a Model for Developing
Countries"
Professor Beverly May Carl
Southern Methodist University
School of Law
· "A Comparativist' s Perspective"
Professor William Bridge
Southern Methodist University
School of Law
Among the chairper ons were Dean
Je w ald W. Salacuse and Professor
Howard J. Taubenfeld of the SMU
Law School and Dean Roy Herberger
of SMU's Edwin L. Cox School
of Business.
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OUTSTANDING
INTERNATIONAL
FINANCE
CONFERENCE
SPONSORED BY SMU

S

ir Joseph Gold, senior
consultant and former general
counsel of the International
Monetary ·und; Robert Roosa, partner
in Brown Brothers, Harriman & Co. of
New York; and, Dennis Weatherstone,
Chairman of the Executive Committee
of the Morgan Bank of New York,
were several of the world renowned
authorities on international banking
and finance brought together
at the SMU Institute on the
"Internationalization of United States
Money and Capital Mark ets."
This Institute, jointly s ponsored
by the School of Law of Southern
Me thodist University and the
Edwin L. Cox School of Business,
the Economics Department, and the
Graduate School of Banking, took
pla e last November and w as hailed by
many as the top s ssj n in 1982 on thi
s ubject. The two d ay onfe1·ence was
attended by over 100 lawyers, ba nk r ,
economists and businessm n primarily
from the Dallas area. According to
Professor Joseph J. Norton, one of the
key organizers, a carefully selected mix
of prominent presentors made the
Institute successful.
Said one participant of the attending
experts: "These fellows ar to
international finance what Staubach
was to football." One reason SMU was
able to attract such highly qualified
p eople is the shift in c nomic power
recently to the Southwest especially
to Dallas.

PROFESSOR CARL
RECEIVES
RESEARCH
GRANT FROM
DANA FUND

T

he Dan a Fund for International
and Comparative Legal Shtdi s
award ed $20,000 to Prof ssor
Beverly May Carl to undertake
research for and write a book on
Transnational Economic Development l.J1w.
Professor Carl has been teaching this
subject for ten years and collected
data on the topic during her travels in
Africa, Asia and Latin America. She
now intends to pull this material
together into a text directed not only
toward lawyers but to economists,
planners and businessmen. The book
is directed to readers in both
developing countries and
industrialized nations.
Among the subjects to be covered
are economic integration units (such
as the Andean Common Market),
development of capital markets,
housing problems, agrarian reform,
trade, international commodity
agreements, private for ·gn
inves tment_, technology transfer, and
the international monetary system.
Laws in capitalist nations will be
contrasted with those in communist
nations. Finally, the book will
examine population control laws and
environmental protection.
During April and May, the United
States G vernment sent Professor Carl
on a IO-nation lecture tour in South
and Central America. While there, she
collected additional materials for the
book and interviewed lawyers at,
for instance, the new Latin American
Integration Association. ,
The Dana Fund for International and
Comparative Legal Studies was
established in 1977 by the executors of
the estate of the late Charles A. Dana,
President and later Chairman of the
Board of Dana Corporation. Mr. Dana
had a distinguished career as a lawyer
and displayed an early interest in the
judicial settlement of international
disputes.

HURLEY TO CLERK
FOR BURGER

R

ebecca Hurley, 1982 graduate
of the SMU School of Law, has
been selected to serve as Clerk
to United States Supreme Court Chief
Justice Warr n Burger during the
1983-84 term. She m ved to
Washington in July to begin
h r clerkship.
Ms. Hurley, formerly a clerk to
Judge lrving Goldberg in the 5th
Circuit Court of Appeals, graduated
summa cum laude from the School of
Law. She was a member of the staff of
the Southwestern Law Journal of the
School, was a participant in moot court
co'm petition, and a member of the
rder of the Coif.
A native of Shreveport, Louisiana,
Ms. Hmley received her B.S. in 1975
fr m th University f Texas.

BRANCH, MINTON
TO CLERK FOR
TEXAS CHIEF
JUSTICE
ani 1Branch and Mark Minton,
b th 1983 graduates of the
SMU School of Law, have
been appointed to s rv ':15 d rk_s to
Texas Supr me Court Chief Justtce
Jack P pe.
State Supreme Court cl rks are
sel ted annually from the area's
outstanding law graduates. The
process for Jerk appointments began
last faU with interviews in Austin with
aU of the Supr me ourt judges. Two
cl rks are appointed annually for each
judge. The two SMU law graduates
began their clerkships in mid-August
and will be doing research and case
work for the chief justice.
Branch, odginally from San
Antonio, Texas, receiv d his B.A. in
American Studies and his B.S. in
accounting from Oklahoma Cluist:ian
College, Oklahoma Oty, Oklahoma.
Minton received his B.A. in
economics from the University of
Missouri in Kansas City. He wa ·
formerly with the Dallas firm f
Pettit & Martin.
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ALUMNI ACTIVITY
INCLUDES
RECEPTIONS,
REUNIONS

A

lum11i of the School continued
to remain abreast of
developments through a
series of Law School events which
culminated with a June reception at
the convention of the State Bar of
Texas hon'Oring Blake Tartt '59,
in oming president of the Association.
In March, nearly forty Fort
Worth-area alumni were hosted by
Mrs. Kathryn Lanford '80 and her
husband at their h me. This was
follow d by th annual recepti~m, in
April, for Houston-area alumru at th
home of L. Henry Cissell, Jr. '61 and
his wife, Jo Claire. Nearly eighty-five
alumni attended to hear Dean
Salacuse speak on the status of the
School, its current student body and
the-standing of its most recent
graduating class.
Jackson S. Ryan, SMU Trustee,
acted as host to Corpus Ou:isti-area
alumni and representatives of several
of that city's major firms in th Gulf
city in late-April. Nearly twenty
alumni atte'n ded th reception, the
first visit by the School in three years.
The Class of 1958 met in Dallas for a
reunion hosted by Leland L. Coggan,
R. W. Call.oway and John McElhaney
(see photos). The Scho l's Director of
DeveJopment, Jim Richardson,
r present d the SMU School of Law
at the gathering of more than lwenty
memb rs of that da ·s. Currently,
plans are underway by Judge Max N.
Osborn for a similar reception in
El Paso for the class of 1953 on
October 14 and 15, 1983.

Future reception plans caU
tentatively fo.r trips to Los Angeles
and Chicago and for the annua l
r ceptions in F rt Worth, San Antonio
and Houston.

.The Law Alumni Association Council
hopes to implement a class year reunion
program in the 1983-84 academic year.
Reu nion years are: 1929, 1934, 1939,
1944, 1949, 1954, 1959, 1964, 1969,1974
and 1979. Interested members of these
class years who would like to assist in
planning for class year reunions are urged
to contact the School at (21.4) 692-3341.
OF NOTE: SMU Law Partners, that
supportive group of
spouses, are planning a
"Winter Gala'' in Dalla
on January 28, 1984._
Mark your calendar,
details to follow.
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Ted Rni11t'S (c. ) makes a point about increased alumni activity to the benefit of the School whic/1 the Council
henrti/_11 curlorsetl.
·

C.
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FALCONER
IS ELECTED
PRESIDENT,
LAW ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION
COUNCIL
ohn P. Falconer, Jr., a 1965
graduate of the Southern
Methodist University School of
Law, was elected president for 1983-84
of the SMU Law Alumni Association
Council at its annual meeting in Dallas
in May. Falconer, a partner in the
Dallas firm of Seeligson, Dougiass,
Falconer & Vanden Eykel, was Annual
Law Fund Chairman for the 1982-83
campaign (see related a1ticle).
Alan D. Feld, a 1960 SMU law
graduate and a partner in the Dallas
firm of Akin, Gump, Sh·auss, Hauer &
Feld, was re-elected vice president.
Re-elected as secretary-treasurer
was Sue Scoggins Rucker, a 1973 law
graduat who was with Exxon
Company, USA in Dallas.
Sam P. Burford, Jr., a partner in the
Dallas firm fThompson & Knight and
a 1967 graduate of the School, becam
immediate past president of the Law
Alumni Association Council. Burford
was Annual Law Fund Chairman
in 1981-82.
The SMU Law Alumni Association
Council elected seven new members
f r three year terms expiring in 1986.
They are: W. Lowry Barfield, III, '82,
of Houston, Student Bar Association
President in 1981-82; Marshall G.
Martin '63, of Albuqu rque; Carl W.
McKinzie '66, of Los Angeles; Edward
B. Rust, Jr. '75, of Bloomington,
Illinois; Edward R. Smith '57, of
Lubbock; Patrick 0. Waddell '67, of
Tulsa; and, Horace B. Watson '51, of
Oklahoma City. Ms. Rucker was
re-elected to a three-year term.
Returning members of the Council,
with terms expiring in 1984, ar : Feld;
Frank L. Branson, ill'69, Dallas;
A. Hardcastle, Jr. '67, Dallas, a past
president and Law Fund 01airman;
R. Bmce LaBoon '65, Houston; William
J. McGowan, II '70, Brownfield; David
G. McLane '66, Dallas; Douglas Lee
Thorpe '68, Los Angeles; and, Robert
G. Vial '50, Dallas.

J

Honored by resolution from th
Council for leader hip in the 1982-83
Law Llbrary Fund were Richard D.
Hayne of the Dallas firm of Hayn s
and Boone, chair for Dallas ,uea firms
and practition rs; Jam s F. Kell y, Vice
President and General Counsel for
Diamond Shamrock Corporation, chair
for Dallas area corporate counsel; Rice
M. Tilley, Jr. '61, of the Fort Worth 6rm
of Law, Snakard, Brown & Gambill,
chair for Fort Worth and Tarrant
County firms and attorneys; and, Tom
L. Larimore '62, Vice President Law
and Administration and Secretary,
Western Company of North America,
chair for Fort Worth and Tarrant
Counly corporate counsel.
fn other business, the Council
agreed to two meetings per year
instead of the current one; a revision
of council by-laws to provide for
xpanded committee activity;
increased reunion year r ceptions;
and, the possibility of implementing
a Distinguis11ed Law Alumni award.

The first committee assignment was
accepted by McLane who will chair the
By-Laws Revision Committee.
Dean Jeswald W. Salacuse
addressed the Council on current
activities of the School.

MOORMAN HONORS
FATHER
WITH SCHOLARSHIP

R

Hal Moorman, • 1976
graduate f the S hool, has
■ made a gift to th Sch al to
pr vide th "G orge R Moorman
Scholarship," a partial tuition grant
honoring his father, a 1939 alumnus
of the School.
Moorman, who was a Maurice
E. Purnell Scholar in 1976, practices
with his father in the Brenham, Texas
firm of Moorman, Tate, Moorman
and Urquhart.
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ALUMNI

MILESTONES

1940

1954

1961

Elizabeth Carp has moved and her
Dallas firm, Carp & Eddleman, P.C., is
now located at 1700 Southland Center.

Jolm E. Gay has been elected to the
Board of Directors at First State Bank
of McKinney, Texas. He is a member
of the firm of Boyd, Veigel, Gay &
McCall there.

Frank L. Skillern, Jr. has been named
senior vice president-law for Investors
Div rsified Se.rvi.c sin Minneapolis.

1957

John W. Clark, Jr. has become a
partner in a Dallas firm now Johnson,
Blakely, Smith, Abbey & Clark.
Gail Crawford is President of
Crawford Energy, Inc., in Austin,
Texas, where he and his wife
Nancy live.

1947
Rufus N. McKnight, Jr. retired as
Special Counsel for Sun Exploration
and Production Company and
resumed the practice of law as a
member of the Dallas firm of McKnight
& McKnight with his son, Thomas, as
a partner.

1948

Harlin Haper has moved his law firm
of Fanning, Harper, Wilson, Martinson
& Fanning, to 4303 N . Central
Expressway in Dallas.

1958

Fred Bruner is a partner in the recently
formed Dallas firm of Bruner, McColl,
England, McColloch & Trice.

Frank Coffey was elected Judge,
Tarrant County (Texas) Criminal Court
No. 1, in the general elections in
November, 1982.

1949

1959

J. Kirby Ellis became General Counsel
of Exxon Minerals Company, Houston,
on July 1, 1983. He was form rly
Assistant Gen ral Couns I of Essa
Eastern, Inc., also in Houston.
James H. Hand has been appointed
general attorney for Southwestern Bell
in San Antonio.
Joe L. Randle has been appointed
general attorney at Southwestern Bell's
regional office in Dallas.

John K. England is a partner in the
r ently formed Dallas firm of Bruner,
McColl, England, McColloch & 'frice .

1952
A. E. Collier, retired from Exxon
Corporation, is living in Stamford,
Connecticut, with wif Mary
Dean (Helms).

1960
Robert L. Meyers, III, partner in the
Dallas firm of Jones, Day, Reavis &
Pogue, is a faculty member for the fifth
year at th Practicing Law Instilute's
1983 Seminars on "Construction
Contracts" to be held in New York,
Chicago and Seattle. Meyers has
served for the last three years as
Chairman of the Committee on
Construction Litigation, Section on
Litigation, American Bar Association.
In addition, he co-founded the
Construction Law Section of the
Dallas Bar Association and presently
serves as the Section's Immediate
Past Chairman.

1963

1964
Charles M. (Mickey) Hunt has been
elected Chairman of the probate
section of the Dallas Bar Association,
1983-84.
James E. Ingram, Jr., now Lieutenant
Colonel, is stationed in Germany.

1965
John D. Hill, who lives in Denison,
Texas, with wife Mary Jo, is a senior
partner in the Sherman firm of Brown,
Hill, Ellis & Brown, which has recently
moved its offices to One Grand Center
-Suite 300, Sherman, Texas 75090.
LeGrand C. Kirby, former Deputy
Chief Accountant of the Securities and
Exchange Commission, joined Arthur
Young and Company as Director of
Accounting for the East Region,
remaining in Washington, D. C.

1966
Ron Kessler has been appointed to
serve another term on the advisory
council of the Federal Savings and
Loan Bank Advisory Council. He is
a partner with Jones, Day, Reavis &
Pogue in Dallas.
Annette Stewart, Judge since 1975
of the 301st Family District Court in
Dallas, was appointed to the Dallas
Court of Appeals in March, 1983.
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1967

1971

1975

T. E. Millard has become a partner in
the Dallas firm of Johnson & Swanson.

Martin Donovan has opened his
own office for the practice of law
in Providence, Rhode Island.
E. Russell Nunnally has become a
partner in the Dallas firm of Johnson
& Swanson,

Rebecca L. Adams recently opened
her new law office in San Springs,
Oklahoma. Last year, she Jeceived the
Ou tstanding Woman of the Year aw rd
from the Oklahoma Bar Association.

Jon Sparling was elected to the
office ofJ ustice, Court of Appeals
of the 5th Supreme Judicial Dis trict
of Texas, in the general election in
November, 1982.

1968
G. Roger Gulow, on March 1, 1983,
became an Assistan t General Counsel
at Bloomington Fed ral Savings &
L an, Bloomington, Illinois, where
he and wife Diane (Hammond) live,
Robert N. Virden was a speaker in
March, 1983, on "Marital Deduction
Planning" with the State Bar of Texas'
Institute on Wills & Probate. Bob sp oke
in Brownsville, Houston, Austin, San
Antonio and Midland.

1970
Michael A. Andrews was elected to
the U.S. House of Representatives
for the 25th Congressional Disb·ict of
Texas in the November, 1982, general
election. He and wife Ann (Bowman)
now live in Arlington, Virginia.

K. Bruce Stickler, of the Chicago firm
of Wood, Lucksinger & Epstein, is
Labor Counsel to the American and
Illinois Hospital Associations and to
the Greater Houston Hospital Council.
William H. Whiteside, who lives in
Lubbock, Texas with wife Vicki, is
President of Whiteside & Co., Inc.,
a member of the Midwest Stock
Exchange. Bill started the company
after graduation.

1972
Bradford R. Day and wife Catherine
(Billows) were in Dallas this past New
Year's Eve and rooted for the SMU
Mustangs in the Cotton Bowl. He
reports "a few wrinkles," but
otherwise all's well in New Jersey.

1973
Jamie Replogle has become a partner
in the Dallas firm of Shank, Irwin
& Conant.
Fred W. Schwendimann reports a
change of business address to 123 E.
Marcy-Suite 204, Santa Fe, New
Mexico 87501.
J. Richard White has become a
partner in the Dallas firm of Johnson
& Swanson.

1974
W. Sidney Cornelius, Jr. is with the
U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board
in Dallas.

Peter W. Foster is now with Cenergy
Exploration Compan y in Houston,
l exas, as Land Manager of the
Houston Division.
Steven R. Frederickson and wife
Cynthia (Simpson) live in New
Hope, Minnesota. He practices
in Minneapolis.
Alvin Roy Granoff recently was
elected to the Texas House of
Re presenta tives from District 108,
S uth ast Dallas. He is also head of
Grano££ Law Offices, P.C., which has
two offices in Dallas.
Russell J. Light was promoted to Staff
Attorney of Champlin Pe trol um
Com pany, Fort Worth, Texas, which
he joined in 1978 as an a ttorney.
Light w a most recently Assistant
Genera l Attorney for Champlin. He
served as briefing attorney for Judge
Trueman E. O'Quinn of the 3rd Court
of Civil Appeals in Austin and as law
clerk to The Honorable Eldon B.
Mahon, Judge of the U.S. District
Court, Fort Worth, Texas.
He.ruy ''Skip" Tonigan, m was
recently elected ass ciate judge
f the Lake County Grcuit Court of
Waukegan, Illinois. He is the youngest
judge in Lake County.
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1976

1977

1978

Douglas W. Becker, form rly a partner
in a San Antonio law £inn, has joined
with two other lawyers in the city to
form the firm of Holbrook, Kaufman &
Becker with offices at 1290 Commerce
Plaza Building, 111 Soledad.

John M. Alton is a partner, as of
January 1, 1983, h1 the Columbus,
Ohio, firm of Lane, Alton & Horst,
specializing in litigation.

Edwin W. Davis has become a partner
in the Dallas firm of Durant &
Mankoff, specializing in tax law.

Mike Haggard, fm-merly with First
American C01poration in Nashville,
T nnessee, has bee n made a partner in
the firm of Ludwick & Lowell, also in
that city.
Catherine F. Harris is President of
Executive Legal Services in Austin.
Th legal documents firm walks
documents through state agencies
for lawyers in other cities.
Paul W. Pearson has relocated his
ffice for th general practice oflaw,
with emphasis on personal injury/
compensation, to Snider Plaza 11ear the
School. The firm's attorneys are
licensed in Texas, Arkansas and
New Mexico.
F. Michael Seay has become associated
with the Law £fices of Loren Joseph
Weinstein in Dallas.

Terry L. Winborn becam a partner
in January, 1983, in the Dallas firm of
Johnson & Cravens, located in the
Mercan tile Dallas Building.

Robert K. Carroll has been named
a shareholder/partner il1 the San
Francisco firm of Littler, M ndelson,
Fastiff & Tichy.
Dolly Kyle, wife of Paul Peal'son ('76),
i writing country music and has a
record, "Stay-Home Kind of Woman,"
released in Canada. She serves
on the Board of the Texas Music
Association and is vice president
of the Association's Dallas/Fort
Worth Chapter.
G. Roland Love has become a member
of the Dallas firm of Cowles, Sorrells,
Patterson & Thompson.
Peter M. Lerner was elected to a
second term as a Republican State
Representative in the Connecticut
General Ass mbly. Peter lives
in Woodbridge.
Kenneth W. Smith, an associate
attorney in the DalJas office ofJones,
Day, Reavis & Pogu , spoke to the
onstruction Law Section of the
Dallas Bar Association at its May,
1983, program. Ken's topic was
"Drafting Insurance Oauses in
onstructi n Conb·a t ."
Craig Spencer has become a partn •r
in the newly-named firm ofBailey1
Kardman & Spencer in San Francisco.
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Gloria A. (Galoaye) Jackson practices
with her hu sband in the Dallas firm of
Jackson, Loving & Jackson. Husband
Guy is B.A. '57 and partner Joe Loving
is LL.B. '60.
Thomas J. Sagehorn is Corporate
Attom yin the office of the General
Couns I for LaQuinta Motor Im1s,
Inc., in San Antonio, Texas.
John F. Oack) Simpson is an attorney
in Lhe land department for Superior Oil
Company in Denver, Colorado.

Barry Sorrels, practicing as a criminal
defense trial Iawye1~ repor ts he is the
youngest lawyer in the histo1y of Texas
to win on a "Post-traumatic Str ss
Disorder" defense on behalf of a Viet
Nam veteran in a Collin County, Texas
ju:ty trial (August, 1981).

1979
Tom Guild has publish d a criminal
law book to b used at the university
level in the fall of 1983 at Central State
University in Edmond, Oklahoma.
Janet Douvas Johnson is now with
the Hous ton firm of Ladin, Engel &
Kennedy, with offices at 809 One West
Loop South.
Di Ann Johnston has b com an
asseciate of the Dallas firm of Johnson
& Swanson.

1980

1982

1983

Kathleen H. L. Bird is with American
National Bank in Terrell, Texas.

Terry R. Abel has become an associate
of the Dallas firm of Johnson
& Swanson.

Sue Abitanta is with the Los Angeles
firm of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher.

Eric C. Cohen is a partner in the new
Chicago firm of Welsh & Katz.
Lucy M. Johnson is with the Legal
Department of The Southland
Corporation.
Jay Meythlar has comp leted s tudies
at the M dical College of Wisconsin
wher he is starting his residen cy in
p hysical m edicin e and reh a bilitation.
Joel W. Mohrman js w ith th e Houston
firm of Tudzin, To bar & Altschol.
Rory R. Olsen (LL.M.}, form dy
Vice Presiden t and Legal C tmsel
of the M. L. Kem Company, Inc., has
announced the opening of his office for
the practice of law inl-Iouston at JOSOO
Forum-Suite 600.
LCDR. Albert A. Reynolds (LL.M.).
JACC, USN , is stationed for two
years a t the Naval Sta tion in Keflavik,
Iceland and hopes, wh.il there, to
tea h in the University of Maryland's
European Division.

1981
Phillip R. Brockett, a certified public
accountant, has ann ounced the
opening of h is office in Dallas for tax,
accounting and consulting services.
D. Keith George has becom e an
associate of the Da11as firm of Winn,
Beaudry & Virden.
Kevin G. Levy has associa ted w ith the
Fort Worth firm of Kelly, Applem an,
Hart & Hallman.
Robert D. Whaley is now associated
with the firm of Melton, Melton &
Whaley, P.C., in Dallas.
Elizabeth Zaby is a partner in the new
Dallas firm of Baker & Zaby.

Janet Baldwin is Associate Trust
C unsel at Mercantile Na tional Bank
in Dallas.
W. Lowry Barfield, III, law clerk to the
Honorable Norman W. Black, Disbict
Judge of the Southern District of Texas
in H ouston, was elected a m ember of
the School's Law Alumni Association
Council for a three-year term.

F. Guthrie Castle has become an
associate of the Memphis, Tennessee
firm of Armstrong Allen Braden
Goodman McBride & Prewitt.
Raymond R. Fernandez has returned
to Dallas from Houston and is
associated with the firm of Smith,
Underwood, Carmichael & Floyd.
Mark Heidenheimer is Assistant
Criminal District Attorney for Taylor
County, Texas.
Cristy A. McCarty has become an
associate of th Dallas office of Winn,
Beaudry & Virden.
Marcia F. Pennell has become an
associate in Dallas of Johnson
& Swanson.
Dave Reynolds is with the Roswell,
N w Mexico firm of Hinkl , Cox,
Eaton, Coffield & Hensley.
Belinda A. Vrielink has been invited
to clerk for Federal District Court Judge
Joe Fish in Dallas.
Richard D. Warfield has joined the
Dallas firm of Moore & McGilberry,
which recently relocated its offices to
Highland Park West, 4300 MacArthur.
Sharon L. White has become an
associate in Dallas of Johnson
& Swanson.
Deborah K. Wright is briefing attorney
to Justice Bun L. Hutchison, Sixth
Disbi.ct, Texas Court of A ppeals
in Texarkana.

George H. Daranyi is with Cowles,
Sorrel ls, Patterson & Thompson
in Dallas.
William K. Dippell, with the Dallas
fum of Strasburger & Price, wa
the r cipient of the "Outstanding
Comment" Writing Competition
award of the State Bar of Texas Section
on Corporation, Banking and Business
Law. H e was presented his award
during the June annual meeting of
the Section at th · State Bar of Texas
Convention. Dippel! was the recipient
in 1982 of the Section's "Best
Casenote" award and was the 1982-83
recipient of the Fulbright & Jaworski
Moot Court Award.
Edward S. Hubbard is an associate in
Houston with Kennedy, Burleson &
Hackney. The firm also has an office
in Paris.
Mike Huddleston is associated with
the Dallas firm of Cowles, Sorrells,
Patterson and Thompson.
Jack A. Moffitt, Jr. practices in Dallas
with Molly W. Bartholow.
Maureen F. Moore is with McCalla,
Thompson in New Orleans.

Cherry Dawn Williams is with
Winstead, McGuire, Sechest & Minick
in Dallas.
Melanie Wright will practice in the
Dallas office of Pettit & Martin.
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Marriages
Eleanor Montague '81 manied
Steve McCarthy in September. Both
are Assistant District Attorneys
in Houston.

Births
Donald P. "Rocky" Wilcox '69 and
wife Susan (Bender) announced the
birth of Patricia Ann.
WilliamD. Haywai·d '74and wife
Sally ( vans) announced the birth
of their third child, Dani I Sc tt,
in Dallas.
Peter W. Foster '75 and wife Dorothy
celebrated the first birthday of
daughter Sarah Elizabeth, their first
child, on April 5, 1983.

Char~es D. Knell '75 celebrated
the first birthday on April 15,
1983 of the twins, son Peter and
daughter Antonina.
Russell J. Light '75 and his wife, Mary
Lou (Allen), announc d the birth of
their first child, Erin Jennings, on
September 19, 1982, in Dallas.
Steve Stasio '76 and wife Mary Anne
(Sanders) welcon,ed their first child,
son Justin Michael, on September
6, 1982.
Robert Mosbacher, Jr. '77 announced
the b~th of son, Peter Clark in
July, 1983.
Craig Spencer '77 and wif Jill
(Wile.r:no?) an~ounced the birthday
of the1r first child, daughter Laren
Elisabeth, on September 4, 1983.

Alumni Placement
Newsletter
The Placement Office of the SMU
School of Law prepares and distributes
a monthly Place111ent Newsletter to
alumni who desir tor ceive it. The
newsletter contains information on
th legal job market as well as current
listings for experienced attorneys.
The Placement Office usually
maintains a job bank of more than
50 openings in a wide variety of
cxperienc~ level~, legal empl yers and
geogra phic locations. If you wish
to rec~ve this .newsletter, you may
subscnbe on an annual basis for $5.00.
Additionally, if you have a need for
an attorney in your .firm please call th
Placement Office at (214) 692-2797 or
write to the address below and we will
assist you in finding a qualified and
interested person.

Law Alumni Placement Newsletter
Subscription Order

t·

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
STATE, ZIP _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
DATE OF GRADUATION _ _ __

_ _ _ __

_

_

_

_ DEGREE

- - - - - - - - - - -- -

SPECIAL SKILLS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Please return this form with a check for $5.00, payable to SMU Law School, to:
Gwyn Sullivan,
Assistant to Placement Director
S.M. U. School of Law
Career Planning and Placement
131 Storey Hall
Dallas, Texas 75275
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